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LATE BREAKING NEWS

KEYTALK

•••••••••••••

If this were the best of all possible worlds no one would have to
worry about thieves, but it's not. So we have locks on our doors,
alarms on our cars, and security systems everywhere. We even
expect to be robbed. Just consider our numerous insurance policies.
Cadkey's hardware lock, the ubiquitous blue "dongle" (properly
called a SIM), is just another reminder ofthis fact from the seamy
side oflife.
While we agree totally that CADKEY should be protected, in real
life SIMs can be a real pain in the port. Some scenarios: What if you
lose or misplace one (like we did during a move to new offices)? We
played a most uninteresting game called, "Can I Borrow Your
SIM?" for several days. Then the SIM-less one forgot and tried to
run CADKEY. Tech support is "hot!" They figured it out right away.
Or what if you have several software programs with SIMs? We used
our concurrent engineering talents to support the weight of many,
many inches of SIMs sticking out the back of our main engineering
computer. We found a small box - but forget about moving that
computer close to a wall. We've even heard a few people say they
think the SIM slows down their printing/plotting process. This
doesn't seem to be the case for us , but that doesn't mean it's not true
on some systems or configurations. And what about the engineer
who wants to work at home or in the field on a laptop or notebook?
It's a fact oflife that if you lock up something valuable, someone
will try to figure out a way to get in. Some break locks for profit and
others just for the challenge. Software is no different. Illegal
hardware locks can be had for SIM protected software. Ingenious
hackers (given time) almost always figure out ways around software locks.
So what's a software publisher to do? There are several options.
Some software is not copy protected. Cadkey has taken that
approach with the newly released CADKEY Drafter. But there is
a substantive difference between a $900 program and one that
costs over $3000. Software is clearly valuable intellectual property
and the substance and form of the copyright law should have
meaning and even teeth. However, litigation and prosecutions
(Microsoft just successfully busted a ring of pirates selling Windows for profit) are incredibly expensive and only get added to the
costs the end u ser pays.
At the User Group meeting in Seattle this spring, Malcolm Davies
said that Cadkey recognizes the problems surrounding the SIM
and is working on solutions. He stated it is likely that in the future
(no date imminent as yet) the SIM will no longer be used, but
replaced with some other form of copy protection. Mter our SIM
adventures, we're looking forward to it. How about you?

~ke"Ma"in

CAOKEY Spins Off Two
Intrapreneurial Companies
Two new companies formed on the
"intrapreneurial" model of company
creation developed by 3M, Hewlett
Packard, and Microsoft Corp. , have
been launched this summer. Implicit
in this model is the formation of a new
company based on technology, markets, personnel and financial support
from the parent company.
Cutting Edge Technologies, Inc., will
continue Cadkey's work in manufacturing systems software. This company
is heir to the former Manufacturing
Systems Group at Cadkey which produced "Cutting Edge" for machining
applications and "CadInspector" for
automated inspection and reverse engineering. Livingston Davies, new
president of Cutting Edge
Technologies, is a co-founder and
former president of Cadkey, Inc. He
stated, "We are fortunate to have the
encouragement and support ofCadkey
in this new venture. Few companies
start life with a fully developed product set, experienced personnel, an established market and development
work in progress. This represents
technology transfer at its best."
CAO/ CAE Technologies, Inc., a new
Cadkey value-added reseller and
developer, will initially concentrate
on expanding analysis technologies
and other computer-aided engineeringproducts, specifically applications,
to enhance and extend the Cadkey
product family.

CAD/CAE Technologies is founded and
managed by Peter Smith, also a cofounder and former president of
Cadkey, Inc. Smith provided the original impetus for the creat ion of
CADKEY®ANALYSIS, the engineering software that pioneered Boundary
Element Analysis on personal computers which is now integrated into
CADKEY®6.
"The current level of capabilities in
CADKEY ANALYSIS will continue to
be an integral part of CADKEY, and
we shall develop additional analytical
capabilities and other products in engineering analysis, manufacturing and
science for the educational market,"
Smith stated.

Technical Editor
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CADKEY in the News
Next Generation Products
Object Oriented Technology
Cadkey, Inc. and Object Design, Inc.
announced a licensing agreement that
enables Cad key to use ObjectStore,
the computer industry's leading object
database, as the foundation for its
future CAD products and software
developers kit.
Object Design, Inc. with headquarters
in Burlington, MA is the revenue,
market share and installed-base
leader in the object database market
worldwide. The company's principal
product, ObjectStore, is a complete
distributed database for Windows,
Unix and other popular operating
systems . It's designed to store ,
distribute and manage all forms of
data and is complete with a database
engine and professional development
tools. The company also offers
comprehensive training and consulting
services. Initially, products will ship on
Windows NT, followed by NetWare.
"We chose ObjectStore rather than
develop the database component
internally because of Object Design's
unequaled leadership in this sector of
the software business and its fit with
our

own

C++

object-oriented

programming," said Dr. George Krucik,
Cadkey's senior vice president. "We'll
now be able to store and manage all
forms of data in one distributed
database engine so users will gain the
benefits of increased speed, greater
reliability and more efficient storage."
The first Cadkey product incorporating
ObjectStore will be a software
developers kit (SDK) . The SDK
provides third party applications

(Continued on next page)
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It's Good To Be a CADKEY User!
In response to questions about the future and health of Autodesk's
AME~ (Advanced Modeling Extension) product for solid modeling, CADalyst
Magazine reported the following in the July 1993 issue:
"According to Kempton Izuno, AME product marketing manager with
Autodesk, although Autodesk is no longer extending AME, the company
will remain in the solids-modeling business. Izuno states that the decision
not to extend AME acknowledges that 'the geometry kernel of AME; P ADL
(Parts Assembly Description Language) is dated and cannot reasonably
support modern modeling demands. A new geometry kernel is needed.'
Izuno adds that it has not yet been determined what this new kernel will
be. Meanwhile, Autodesk plans to continue shipping and supporting AME
R2 .1, including bug fixes and continued ports to other Release 12 platforms,
until it releases a replacement solids modeler. And, Izuno says that the
company will provide a reasonable migration path for AME users and
AME files to its new product."
Silicon Graphics Debuts in "Jurassic Park"
Silicon Graphics computer systems are star performers in this summer's
blockbuster film, "Jurassic Park" directed by Steven Spielberg. "Jurassic
Park" is based on Michael Crichton's bestselling novel about dinosaurs
that are genetically recreated for the ultimate theme park. This is also the
first time 3D graphics computers are an integral part of a major motion
picture.
Both on-screen and behind the scenes, Silicon Graphics computer
systems were used extensively to add scientific realism to the film . For
example, SG workstations, a central element of Jurassic Park's control
room and the "eyes and ears" of the technologically advanced theme park
were "for real." Traditionally, computer graphics have been used in films
only as pre-recorded video on computer monitors. In "Jurassic Park" the
control room is a live, working computing environment featuring real
applications that visually enhance the story line. Computer systems are
used in the film for everything from monitoring security systems, activity
and weather around the island to visualizing DNA in the laboratory.
"Because Silicon Graphics workstations are used by scientists and
engineers to visualize and interpret complex data, existing software
applications were easily modified for use in the film, " said Harry
Pforzheimer, director of corporate communications at Silicon Graphics.
"Programs like Earth Watch Communications' "EarthWatch:j:", which
interprets weather data, and a 3D information navigator from Silicon
Graphics, which lets users graphically fly through computer file system
representations, provided perfect solutions to enhance the story line."
"In addition to creating this realistic environment in the computer
control room, the Silicon Graphics systems are integral to the plot,
enabling graphic interpretation ofinformation rather than forced dialogue,"
said Michael Backes, Display Graphics Supervisor on "Jurassic Park" and
co-chair ofthe American Film Institute Computer Center. "Silicon Graphics'
extensive support enabled the control room scenes to be completed three
days ahead of schedule and well under budget."
In addition to using systems on-screen, Industrial Light & Magic
created Jurassic Park's full motion dinosaurs on Silicon Graphics
workstations.
Operating-System Predictions for Europe
London based Ovum-Ltd. predicts that there will be no clear winner in
Europe regarding the operating-systems battle currently ragingworldwide.

Windows NT, Intel's Pentium chip, and the new RISC machines from
IBM, SGI, HP and Sun are all contenders.
According to Julian Hewett, director of Ovum, "Most installed desktop
machines in Europe are still running DOS and most new installations are
using Windows." Ovum predicts the number of desktop machines in
Europe will grow from the current 22 million to 46 million in 1997. It also
predicts that Unix will remain the preferred platform for technical
applications and that OS/2 will be popular for corporate applications. "We
also expect many Windows users to migrate to Windows NT as the
product becomes stable and we see a strong future for Windows NT,"
Hewett said.

CAD KEY in the News
developers all the tools required to build
sophisticated CAD applications for NT
and eventually NetWare.

Windows NT
In conjunction with the adoption of
object-oriented technology, Cadkey's

NT's Size An Issue
Windows Marketing Manager Chris Bradshaw recently said, "The
hardware requirements for NT right now are certainly a barrier for many
people. For those who really don't need the network connectivity and
security, I have trouble understanding the compelling reasons to move to
NT." NT occupies about 70Mb of hard disk space. Bradshaw recommends
a minimum of 300Mb of hard disk space and 24Mb of RAM.

new products will run on the Windows

Low Volume for Pent ium Chips
Only about 100,000 Pentium chips will ship this year instead of the
hundreds of thousands promised earlier by Intel. Tests show the chip is
almost twice as fast as 486DXl66MHz chips in floating point intensive
applications such as CAD. Prices for Pentium-based computers start at
$5000.

and modeling applications."

A Paperless Future?
A recent issue of InfoWorld reports that $11 billion is spent on
overnight delivery services each year; the average document is copied 19
times; executives spend an average of 3 hours each week looking for lost
documents; and computers produce 600 million documents each day. Rob
Auster, vice president of electronic printing at BIS Strategic Decisions
Inc. in Norwell, Mass. says, "Paper is a detriment to finding information
when you need it. The paperless office will be paperless relative to the
sorting, retrieving, and accessing of information." Even today, for
example, it is far cheaper and faster to send a document cross-country via
modem or electronic mail than to use the speediest delivery service.
Novell Shows AppWare
At PC Expo Novell showed one oftheir latest products designed to help
resolve the "Tower of Babel" situation that currently exists among
computer platforms and software. AppWare will allow programmers to
write software that works across platforms. This reflects the industry's
move to unify the way machines and software programs interact.
Computer Cable Progra ms Launched
A two- to three-hour block of computer-related programming has been
launched by Jones International Ltd. (New York) and is now available
on cable TV on Mind Extension University. The Education Network MEl
U, a subsidiary of Jones International, is a 24-hour cable education
channel which currently reaches 23 million U.S. households. The content
of the computer programming will include hands-on instruction shows,
reviews of PC and Macintosh products, and computer news commentary
featuring industry experts. JCN will be transmitted as its own 24-hour
cable channel by early 1994.

NT operating system from Microsoft.
Krucik said that the NT platform "will
give Cad key a high performance
desktop operating system that leverages
both the flexibility of ObjectStore and
the power of Cad key's design, drafting

CAD KEY at AUTOFACT
Cadkey, Inc. will demonstrate features
of this year's new products at the
AUTOFACT trade show November 9-

11 in Chicago, IL. Featured will be
CADKEY Drafter, Advanced Modeler
and SurfMill. Sponsored by the Society
of

Manufacturing

Engineers,

AUTO FACT is often touted as the largest
international CAD/CAM,CAE,CIM
exposition and conference. It focuses
on products and applications to help
design and manufacture quality
products better, faster, and for less. For
general information call 8001773-4763.
For complimentary V.I.P. passes,
contact Danielle Cote of Cadkey, Inc. at

203/298-6424.

NewCADUCDE Training Kit
A new training guide, available in Sept.

1993, introduces basic programming
techniques using CADL (CAD KEY
Advanced Design Language) and C
Language (to write CDEs - CADKEY
Dynamic Extensions). Sample disk with
source code is provided. Call Cad key

203/298-8888 or 800/394-2231.
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Introducing a new evolution in product design,
reverse engineering, and coordinate measuring
machines...
The Metrecom by FARO Technologies Inc.

Digitize single points or polylines. Measure very large
objects with our unique "Ieap frog technique.
The Metrecom is portable, durable, and gives you
convenient, affordable precision in an instant! '"'~_,
today and discover this amazing device for

The Metrecom's articulated arm measures points and
orientations of objects in complete 3D for direct serial
port input to AutoCAD, CAD KEY and other leading
software packages. Custom interfaces are available.
Simply connect the Metrecom to your system like
another mouse!

I vME

II

'FARO

FREE!

$ 50 or

CADKEY LIGHT

You can receive $50 or a free
copy of Cadkey Light ($99 value)
simply by participating in Cadkey's
new "Tell a Friend or Colleague"
promotion. It's easy and risk free.
All you need to do is encourage
friends , colleagues, business
associates, and suppliers to take a
look at CADKEY and purchase it.
To qualify for a "Thank You"
bonus, your friend or colleague
must purchase at least one full
commerical CADKEY 6 system
(Home Use and Student Editions
don't qualify), or one CADKEY
DRAFTER. Multiple purchases
qualify, so if your friend buys eight
CADKEY systems, you could
receive $400 cash or eight CADKEY LIGHT products.
Cadkey is so confident about
acceptance of their products (its
built-in DXF, DWG, and IGES
translators make CADKEY compatible with most major CAD
software), they are extending a 30day money-back guarantee to
anyone who purchases CADKEY
under the program and is not fully
satisfied.
The bonus program is only valid
in the U.S.A. and Canada, and
coupons must be received by
October 1, 1993. For more information on how to participate and to
request a "Thank You" Bonus
Coupon, call the "Customer Thank
You" department at 203/298-8888.

User Group News
There are 51 CADKEY User
Groups in the world: 29 in the U.S.
and 22 international. If you would
like to start a User Group or get
information about a group in your
area, contact Nancy Pavlik at 800/
394-2231 x6468.
Any announcements, changes
in meetings, times, places, activities or special programs - just let us
know, and we11 publish it in the
next issue.
User Group Editor
KEYSOLUTIONS Magazine
P.O. Box 11978
Spokane, WA 99211-1978

Cadkey Forum
by Malcolm DavIes, PresIdent - Cadkey, Inc.
As a company. we have set goals
that have become the theme of our
day-to-day routine here at Cadkev.
We are determined to provide quality
products. technical support and
customer service to our users. Here's
an example.
We recently completed a "road
show" that took two teams of Cadkey
staff to eight cities in North America
during a two week period. We held a
user group meeting In each city and
flew

different programmers. tech

support and documentation staff to
each city. We wanted them to hear

Problem Report located In the User's

for themselves what CAD KEY users

Manual to report software problems

think and feel about what we are

or enhancement requests. We will

doing right and where we need to

acknowledge all requests. If you have

improve. When we returned. each

access

staff member wrote a report that was

GoCadkey and "talk" to other end

circulated throughout the company.

users, myself and the forty or so other

The objective was to make the cus-

Cadkey staff that access CompuServe

tomers' perspective a top priority for

on a regular basis. If you have a

all employees as they perform their

modem, the Cadkey bulletin board

jobs. We are determined to make

number is 203/298-6405. The more we

Cadkey a kinder. friendlier company

hear from you, the better!

to do business with.

to

CompuServe,

type

At Cadkey, commitment to our

With that in mind. we have institut-

customers is more important than a

ed a 30-day money back guarantee

slogan. We understand that our ability

on all Cad key products. If for any

to deliver what you, the customer,

reason the buyer is unhappy with his

need will greatly affect our ability to

or her purchase , we will immediately

grow our company Into what we want

issue a refund. We also invite users to

to be - the premier CAD/CAM/CAE

take advantage of the Software

vendor.
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SOFTWARE
Font Utility
Visual Software is shipping 3DFont V
2.0, a Microsoft Windows utility that
permits users to turn any 2D TrueType
font or symbol into a 3D DXF object. CAD
users can use 3DFont to add 3D text and
symbols to standard CAD drawings.
3DFont supports 3D extrusion of all
TrueType fonts and symbol sets into 3D
DXF files. Once a font has become 3D,
users can skew it along the x and y axes
and control the extrusion depth. 3DFont
is $195.
Contact Visual Software at 800 / 669-7318
or Fax 818 / 593-3750.
Productivity Enhancements
Applied Computer Solutions, Inc. (ACS)
announces the release ofVSA®, a threedimensional tolerance analysis software
program. The VSA software uses statistical simulation techniques to predict the
amount of variation that can occur in an
assembly due to specified design
tolerances, fixturing tolerances and
manufacturing/assembly variation. It can
also determine the location(s) of the
predicted variation, the contributing
factors , and their percentage of
contribution. Design emphasis can be
placed on changing the largest
contributing factors to reduce cost. VSA
is now available on HP700 Series and
DOS Extended Memory platforms, in
additon to DOS conventional memory,
Sun SPARC, IBM RS/6000 and DEC
VAXSTATIONIVMS platforms.
Contact Applied Computer Solutions, Inc.
at 313 / 774-2640 or Fax 313 / 778-6470.
Project Management for CAD
Epoch Software offers Electronic
Document Control Department (EDCD)
software, a graphical filing system that
lets users file CAD, word-processing,
spread-sheet and other files under as
many headings as needed. Features
include revision tracking, automatic
document-number assignment, controlled
document check out and check in,
document search and retrieval, spareparts tracking and more.
Contact Epoch Software at 801 / 575-6556.
VR Series for UPS
UPSONIC announced its VR (Voltage
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Regulated) Series UPS
(Uninterruptable Power Supply)
systems for PC-based LANs. The
UPSONIC VR Series protects LANs,
host computers and file servers from
suspect input power sources. In
addition to voltage regulation, the VR
Series provides standard UPS surge
protection and battery back-up
features , and includes four models
ranging from 550VA to 2000VA.
Suggested list prices run from $279 to
$949.
Contact UPSONIC at 714 / 258-0808
or Fax 714 / 258-0811.

OUTPUT
Flatbed plotter
Euro-Tech has introduced the Zund
P-2000 Universal Precision Plotter.
The 67" x 98" plotter features a
large surface and cutting area for a
wide spectrum of applications,
ranging from sign and screenprinting to the packaging and textile
industries. Standard features
include servo-driven, tangentially
controlled tools with precision rack
and pinion for x and y drives, a
stepless adjustable vacuum system,
and HPGL compatibility.
Contact Euro- Tech at 303 / 690-9000
or Fax 303 / 690-9010.
Portable HP Printer
Hewlett-Packard's HP DeskJet
Portable printer combines the
features of the DeskJet 500 into a
portable package about half the size
of a notebook PC. Based on thermal
inkjet technology the DeskJet
Portable features 300dpi resolution,
several built-in fonts, water
resistant black ink, and prints to
letter, legal, A4-size paper,
transparent film or labels. Battery
life is 100 pages per charge.
Optional batteries and recharger are
$49 and $99 respectively. The
DeskJet Portable sells for $599.
Contact H ewlett-Packard at 800 /
752-0900.
Color Inkjet Plotter
Hewlett-Packard announced the HP
DesignJet 650C plotter, a color and
monochrome inkjet plotter for users

who need fast, affordable color
plotting. This plotter's connectivity
will be especially useful to
workgroups on networked PCs and is
available in two models: E-size (36
inches wide) for $9995 and D-size (24
inches wide) for $8495. Prices also
have been reduced on the E- and Dsize HP DesignJet 600 monochrome
inkjet plotter to $7495 and $6495,
respectively. A $1000 discount will be
offered to users who trade in aD-size
or larger plotter from any vendor for
the new HP DesignJet 650C plotter.
The highest print quality is 300 dpi
color and addressable 600 dpi
monochrome.
Contact Hewlett-Packard at 800 / 8511170.

HP DesignJet 650C Color Inkjet Plotters

Color Electrostatic Plotter
CalComp has reintroduced Model
68444 which outputs full-color
hardcopy 44 in. wide at 400 dpi, and
is priced at $62,900. The 68444
delivers wide-format color plots
directly from CCRF (CalComp
Compressed Raster Format) data,
CCGL (CalComp Color Graphics
Language) or HP-GL random vector
data. A user may define and specify
as many as 8192 colors, and an equal
number of line types, and produce an
individual plot containing up to 16
million colors. The plotter accepts
information in multiple layers which
allows a user to merge, overlay,
sequentially overlay or erase data.

Standard plot memory is 50 MB, with
180-, 410- and 760-MB disks available.

Contact Calcomp at 800/932-1212

New Modem PriceslPowerful
Software
Supra Corp. has cut prices on its
entire line of modem products. The
SupraFAXModem V.32bis internal
has dropped below $200 and the
external SupraFAXModem runs from
$269 (for the PC package) to $299 (for
the Macintosh package.) The
SupraFAXModem PC packages
contain both DOS and Windows
software. Fax software includes
WinFax®Lite for Windows-based
faxing, and the DOS-based FaxTalk®
with 2D compression for faster
throughput. Supra includes both the
DOS and Windows versions of
COMit®, a data communications
package designed for high speed
communications.
Contact Supra Corp. at 206/7509600.

Printer Interfaces for Ethernet
and Token Ring
HBM announced the introduction of
their complete line ofLANprint
printer interfaces. This new line
allows the interface of dot matrix and
laser printers as well as electrostatic
plotters to Ethernet and Token Ring
LANs. They support Novell, LAN
Manager and UNIX operating
systems, several PC-based peer-topeer systems concurrently, and SPXI
IPX and TCP/IP internet protocols.
Taking the place of the print server
and/or the remote printer, the
LANprint Interfaces convert the raw
network data into a format recognized by the printer. This gives the
user the freedom to select any printer
or plotter on the network.
Contact HBM at 512/288-7100 or Fax
512/288-7676.

ERGONOMICS

Back Support
Nada-Concepts manufactures an
ergonomic back sling called Back-Up
that provides support for computer
operators. Back-Up is designed to

relieve back pain caused by sitting
improperly for long periods of time by
turning any chair into an ergonomic
chair. It is worn around the hips, with
straps that fit around the user's knees
to support the spine in an upright
position. It moves with the user,
functioning as an extra muscle for
your back to keep the pelvis forward
without effort. Priced at $39.95.
Contact Julie Silver or Sue
Heckathorne at Boardroom Communications 305 /321-6334 or Fax 305 /
321-6337.

SURROUND Workstation

complete and current NASTRAN.
MEINASTRAN provides the FEA
capabilities and the power of a
mainframe or workstation at a
fraction of the cost. NASTRAN'S
many modeling tools and analysis
capabilities are tightly integrated
into a single environment for efficient
multi-discipline analysis. Use one
model for static stress, and
nonlinear and thermal analysis. MEl
NASTRAN does not require the
UNIX operating system or additional
analysis tools. Types of analysis
include linear static, non-linear
static, dynamics, transient dynamics,
heat transfer, transIent heat transfer,
normal modes, composites, buckling,
aeroelastic and flutter.
Contact MACRO Engineering at 205 /
461-7090 or Fax 205 /772-9847.

EMW Inc. is shipping its new
ergonomic SURROUND furniture
group. The "curva-linear" designs
enhance efficiency by keeping all
tasks at arms length. Designs
accommodate
floor standing
computers, yet
give users
more unrestricted leg
and knee
room. Components have a
low sheen
finish to
reduce eye
strain and
fatigue.
Accessories
include a twodrawer file,
personal
EMW's SURROUND Workstation
drawer,
pencil drawer, adjustable keyboard,
storage hutch, monitor stand, and
GRAPHICS
cable managers.
Contact EMW Inc. at 414/794-7399 or High Speed Performance
ARTIST Graphics Xj1000 family of
Fax 414/793-3394.
graphics controllers offers PC users
Ergonomic Products Catalog
1600 x 1200 resolution at a flicker
AliMed offers the 1993 Office,
free 75Hz refresh rate. Very high
Computer and Industrial Ergonomics resolution is especially useful for
Catalog. This 64-page publication
u sers who want to see more det ail or
describes products designed to solve
the Windows user who likes to have
or prevent occupational health
more than one application open at a
andergonomic problems.
time. You get 30% more display area
than with 1280 x 1024 resolution. The
Contact AliMed at 617 / 329-2900.
ARTIST Xj1000 series GPX processor
is designed to accelerate graphics
ANALYSIS
operations and has 2D, 3D and
Gouraud shading functions.
MEINASTRAN on the DOS PC
MACRO Engineering introduces MEl Contact ARTIST Graphics at 800 / 6278478,612 / 631-7800 or Fax 612 / 631-7802,
NASTRAN FOR the DOS PC, a
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The evolution of CAD from an expensive
software tool reserved for the mainframe and
expert users to a desktop standard for a
broad range of users is also an evolution of
the use of CAD information. PC CAD is now
recognized as the future standard for all
types of drawings. on all sizes of projects. but

by Dennis Neeley, AlA

it is also moving beyond design fi rms into
corporations that own. build and manage
facilities. In the last year. several Fortune
I 000 companies have standardized
on PC CAD. and we have seen
ever-increasing interest each month.

As these firms adopt PC CAD. they find
that. for the first time. they have control and
influence over information that was never
before under their control. They also quickly
discover that it is critical to establish standards
and procedures for the proper use of this
new tool. How should they go about setting
these rules? Manuals must be w ritten
specifically for their firm to train employees
and set standards for all CAD projects .

A CAD User's Bible

For large and small companies,
the primary tool for implementing
standards and training employees
in those standards is a manual
laying out the company's use of
CAD in detail. But for the large
company, the standards and
procedures manual may be even
more critical. It can be the determining factor in success or frustration with a new CAD system.
A standards and procedures
manual is not technical in nature. I
have seen many manuals written by
a "computer expert" that could only
be understood by other experts. The
purpose is not to make the reader a
hardware and software expert - it
is to provide information on how to
use CAD to do the particular tasks
they require. Each manual is
custom-designed and written
specifically to conform to the needs of
the customer, and each should include
or address the following items.
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Tutorials

Step-by step tutorials have
proven to be excellent tools for
educating employees on the use of
CAD for specific clients needs. For
example ASG has written manuals
for companies that have central
headquarters and over 40 branch
offices - all using CAD. The tutorials we create for them are step-bystep training books on how to create
one project. The tutorial is used to
train the headquarters staff, and
then the branch offices. When new
employees are added, they are able
to use the tutorial to learn the
software and the standards of their
employer. We have found that the
in-depth tutorial is a highly efficient method for teaching companies to take full advantage of CAD.
Standards
It is critical that a company set

CAD project standards at the same
time CAD is adopted. In fact,
setting standards this early in the
design process is the single most
important step to be taken in
making the transition to CAD. We
have met with many large companies that did not understand the
significance of this step and are
now faced with drawings created
both internally and externally that
are incompatible. The true power of
CAD is the data contained within
the drawings. If this data is
scrambled and inconsistent, it will
be difficult and expensive to use, or
worse yet, it will not be used at all.
The up-front cost for setting
standards early is a small fraction
of the costs that will result if no
standards are established.
Main Menu

Many people do not use CAD
exclusively. In fact, many people do
not use the same machine or even

the same office every day. It is
important for companies to use a
standard main menu and make it
consistent throughout the organization. The main menu should have
selections for all functions that will
be undertaken, such as word
processing, e-mail, CAD, graphics
and so on.
Directory Structure

Although we use personal
computers, which, by definition, are
personal, it is important that files
to be shared have a consistent
directory structure. With multiple
office workstations - even multiple
office locations, possibly networked
together, working on drawings for
one project - it is critical that
standards be in place from the very
beginning. Management personnel
must be able to move from office to
office, working with different
computers, but with a standard,
familiar directory.
Naming Structure

As many creative naming
systems are probably in place as
there are computers. A system
should be created and used that
will be logical and complete for both
present and future projects, and
this system should be enforced
throughout the company. We have
only just scratched the surface of
the power of CAD and graphics
when linked to alphanumeric data.
Library and Backup
It is important that a library of

all active and inactive projects be
implemented and maintained with a
logical system. Always keep in mind
that magnetic media is not "forever."
You may want to look at CD ROM
technology when it is appropriate.
Almost everyone who has ever
used a computer has lost data that
was not "backed-up." It is critical to
have standards in place and ensure

The only thing we can' ;
offer you is a raise ...
Our complete line of tooling components is so extensive, we can save you
a great deal of time in the ordering
process. Used in conjunction with our
extensive CAD/CAM tooling component library, you will save countless
hours - and the enormous expense
- of building a standard library from
scratch.
Compatible with dozens of readyto-use software formats , the Tool

Designer's Assistant®is the largest such
library available , allowing you to access thousands of standard components in just minutes.
The time you'll save turns into
money when the boss notices that you
are doing more designing and being
more productive , instead of spending
hours trying to locate the tooling you
need. Who knows, maybe we will get
you that raise.

Carr Lane .. . we make your life easier.

, , , , , , , , , ,t'~!:!'
I~ne
: : : : : : : : : : : : : ~:
.

MANUFACTURING CO.
4200 Carr Lane Ct., P.O. Box 191970
SI. Lou is, Missou ri 63119·2196

....... ::: ::::::::
...
..........................................

·······::::::::::::::;g;ElHw·

Phone: 314-647-6200, FAX: 314-647-5736

CIRCLE CARD 234

that back-ups are enforced. It is
easy to skip this step when you are
behind schedule and under pressure to complete your project. The
user's manual needs to address the
back-up procedures to be used and
a verification system to be used to
ensure that the predetermined
back-up procedures are followed.
Layers
Each drawing can be subdivided
into unlimited numbers of layers.
This feature is very powerful.
However, ifit is not logical, automatic, and consistently used, the
resulting drawings will be difficult
to work with. Proper layer use and
management is important for
sharing drawings in both large and
small company environments.
Some application software comes
with predefined layers and the
ability to automatically modify
those layers before or after the
drawing is created. Although the
AIA Layering Committee has
established CAD Layer Guidelines,
they have not yet been well accepted, so thousands of layer
systems are in existence. Hopefully,
over the next few years, layer
standardization will come to the
CAD world.
Rendering and Animation
Rendering and animation
software can now get information
from the CAD drawing. The model,
the animation path, and even the
materials, colors and textures may
be automatically applied to surfaces based upon the predetermined setup.
Symbols
Many CAD users repeatedly use
certain items within their drawings
that cannot be found within the
standard symbols provided by
application software. These symbols
should be created once and
consistently used. Symbols in CAD
are easily tied to data, so care
should be taken in the creation of
symbols to ensure that you can take
full advantage of database links in
the future.
Application software comes with
thousands of pre-drawn symbols
that fall within two categories:
reference symbols (targets,
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receptacles) and product symbols
(doors, toilets). CSI has released a
paper-based and electronic version
of their standard reference symbols.
The CSI effort is a good first step
towards CAD standardization.
Sheet Sizes, Sheet Names and
Title Blocks
Sheet sizes and title blocks
must be standardized to ensure
drawing consistency. Many CAD
users require different sized sheets
for different sizes and types of
projects. These requirements
should be predetermined and
documented. Title blocks contain
important information about the
project. It is easy to automate the
completion of title blocks for an
individual sheet or an entire set of
drawings .

less to say, automatic setup is very
important, or the user will spend an
unnecessarily large part of each day
simply getting ready to work.
Default files and setup files ensure
consistency and make it very easy
for all users to maintain standards.
Standard Drawings
Many CAD professionals reuse
drawings of buildings or parts of
buildings on every project. Some
have a collection of buildings to
choose from, depending upon
variable conditions such as site
layout, weather, and aesthetic
requirements. All of these may be
part of a system that automates
drawing selection and reuse, thus
reducing expenses and decreasing
the opportunity for drawing error
on subsequent projects.
Schedules for doors, windows,
finishes, and so on are part of a
project's contract documents. The
manual should indicate which
schedules are to be included, where
they are to be placed, and their
format .
Often it is useful to include a
full or partial set of reference
drawings in the manual, indicating
the layout, composition and scope
of information that is expected, so
that it can be followed on future
projects.
Revisions and Change Orders
Almost all drawings eventually
are revised. A clear procedure
should be established for annotatII
ing these revisions or change
orders. It is also important to
include a list of individuals who
should receive the revised drawAlso, using a logical sheetings, as well as a list that mainnaming structure is critical to
easily find and use drawings
tains the current status of all
throughout the project. The naming drawings, to ensure that the correct
system can be as simple as sequen- drawing is used at all times.
tial numbering, or as sophisticated
Graphics Standards
as identifying the discipline, type of
Many graphic standards can be
drawing (plans, sections), the
used
on a drawing: lettering size
assembly type, and of course, the
and
style,
dimension strings and
number of the drawing within its
leader
lines,
pen weights, wall
subset.
hatching,
target
symbols, and the
Automatic Setup
age-old
favorite
,
the
"correct" north
Once established, almost every
arrow.
All
of
these
standards
may
procedure discussed in this article
be
determined
and
made
part
of the
can be automatically set up with
automatic
set
up
file.
one or two menu selections. Need-

liThe goal of
the manual
should simply
be to answer
the most
commonly
asked
questions.

Procedural Standards.
Years of AEC practice have
determined that certain sequential procedures should be followed
to ensure the greatest likelihood of
a project's success. It is possible to
document these procedures in a
manual to assist all employees in
being productive in their work.
Also, some procedures can be
automated for checking progress
on the project and speeding the
steps along the way.
Training in the use of CAD
software and hardware is critical.
However, I have read many
hardware manuals that are far too
complicated for the AEC user. The
goal of the manual should simply
be to answer the most commonly
asked questions. For software
training, we find that often the
user does not need full training, or
even full training on application
software. What they need is good
training in the use of the software
for their specific work. Training
manuals can easily pay for
themselves many times over by

increasing employee productivity.
Also, the better employees are
trained, the less disruption they
will cause by asking questions of
already trained employees.

Consultants
The training manual also will
outline the relationship with
consultants on a project. The large
building owner will provide
drawings to consultants, who will
use the drawings "as is", or modify
them. It is likely that some
drawings prepared by consultants
will become part ofthe owner's
standard drawing file. Note that
there will be questions about
ownership and liability to be
addressed when a project involves
consultants.
Database Links
CAD draws lines on a monitor,
and it creates a database - the
true power of CAD. Not only is the
CAD database important, it can be
linked to other databases of all
kinds , such as equipment lists,
employee lists, cost data, and so
on. To take advantage of this
tremendous power, the database

structure and the links to it must
be correctly set up and maintained.

Investing in Standards
With hand drawing, you need
to be concerned with many of f e
issues discussed in this article. If
you do not address these issues in
a standardized manner, productivity will be only minimally
impacted. Because productivity
with CAD systems can be so great,
a failure to set standards and
procedures will not only greatly
impact your productivity gains,
but actually decrease productivity
now, and more importantly, in the
future , when the data could be
reused. Standards and proced res
manuals are a critical component
of successful CAD use. The sooner
they are created and implemented, the better for all of us in the
AEC world. III

This article first appeared in
CADENCE, Feb. 1993 and is
reprinted here with the
permission of Miller-Freeman.

Ergo PowerBrick 66
The lean, Mean CADKEY Machine
•
•
•
•

66MHz Intel 486DX2
1280 x 1024 Ext VGA
Local Bus Graphics
4-32MB RAM

Ergo's PowerBrick 66 is the latest in
a long line of powerful CADKEY
systems. With a 66MHz 486DX2, up
to 32MB RAM, a 200MB or 340MB
RD, and local bus accelerated
graphics, the PowerBrick outperforms most desktop PCs. Use it as
your main Cadkey machine with a
big screen monitor at 1024 x 768

•
•
•
•

TFT Color or Mono LCD
2 PCMCIA Slots and FAX
120-340MB Hard Disk
6.2Ibs., 2"x 8.S"x II"

resolution with 256 colors. Or use it
on-the-go with its easy to read TFT
active color or dual scan passive
color 10" LCD and 3hr battery.
Discover how handy CAD KEY is
when you don't have to leave it
behind. Call our automatic FAX Line
for complete information, pricing &
photos. Dealer Inquires Welcomed.

SALES, M-F, 9-6 EST

1-800-633-1925
24 Hr. Automatic FAX Info

1-800-723-0778
COM PUT I N G

code 1552

One Intercontinental Way. Peabody. MA 01960 (508) 535-7510 FAX (508) 535-7512
CIRCLE CARD 290
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To
Scan
Or
Not
To
Scan
the pros and cons
by Ron Stokes and Claudia Martin

The change from drawing with
pen and pencil to CAD brings some
difficult questions and dilemmas.
For example, what do you do with
those drawers and rooms full of old
paper drawings you want to use for
reference? How do you keep this
information updated with current
standards? What do you do if
changes need to be made to these
drawings? In other words, how do
you manage media between the two
modes?
Obviously, one choice is to leave
paper drawings as they are and
refer to them as little as possible.
However, the "let sleeping dogs lie"
approach is practical only if you
don't need them very often. If you
require frequent and convenient
access to this library of older
drawings, getting them into electronic format and a document
management system is a good way
to go. The question is, how? Do you

CAD operator. Since
the initial raster files
created by the scanning
process are not really
usable by the CAD
system, what you
subsequently do with
them depends on what
you need from the
ANA TECH Eagle 3640
drawing.
A scanned image is turned into a Nevertheless, such conversions can
raster file in one of several common
be faster and more efficient than
formats such as RLC, TIF, PCX or
digitizing or redrawing in CAD.
CCITT. A raster image may be
Until recently, electronic storage
viewed but not modified by the CAD of raster files was a problem
system because of their diametricalbecause of the large amount of disk
ly opposed natures. Raster images
space required. Technology
are composed of a series of dots;
advances, such as data compression,
CAD operates on the principle of
mean
these files take a fraction of
vectors of lines based on coordinate
the
space
they once did. In addition,
geometry.
the price of mass storage has
In many instances, a raster
dropped dramatically over the past
image is sufficient. It can become
several
years and the technology
part of an electronic reference
has
improved.
In fact, the cost of
library. Using viewing or document
optical storage (write-once and
managerewritable), CD ROM, tape, etc.
ment
have
declined to the point that
software,
electronic
storage and retrieval of
drawings
bitmapped
images is cheaper than
maybe
Minimum 36"
storing
the
original documents. The
viewed,even
True optical resolutio'n of at least 400 dpi
redlined and! price of raster output devices has
or output to a declined as well.
E-size at 200 dpi in under 60 seconds
raster
What To Look For
Compatibility with more than one platform
printer or
Scanners come in all sizes - from
Bundled or optionally available
plotter. If you
4-inch
wide, hand-held units to fullneed to
90-day warranty, telephone support,
scale
large-format
floor models
modify the
and comprehensive service plans
scanning
36-inch wide
capable
of
drawing, the
drawings.
This
article
focuses on
game
large
units
that
can
handle
up to Echanges a little. The raster image
redraw them from scratch in CAD?
size
media.
must be converted to a vector
Do you digitize them? Or do you
format CADKEY understands.
Large scale scanners are not a
scan them?
Raster
to
vector
conversion
software
must-have
item for every company
For any kind of volume, scanis
available,
but
such
conversions
but
do
have
their place depending
ning seems to offer the most viable
are
not
necessarily
a
quick
and
easy
on
the
quantity
and frequency with
sQlution. Scanning, a technology
process.
The
software
technology
for
which
paper
drawings
need to be
which converts lines, shapes and
this process is in its infancy but
converted to electronic format.
images on paper media into graphiimproving rapidly by the day.
There are many variables to
cal computer data, creates files that
Hybrid raster/vector software is the
consider before purchasing a
can be manipulated in a variety of
new trend and is improving rapidly.
scanner. Let's look at a few.
ways so they are available to the
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HANDS ON
ANA Tech Eagle
by Robert Martin

We recently

tried

out ANA

Tech's Eagle 3640 with a VESA local
bus 486/ 66 Pc. Talk about support
and skill! At first the technician sent
to set up had difficulty getting the
local bus 486 and the scanner to
communicate, though it worked
readily with our other computers.
With

total

dedication

determination, he

and

solved all the

glitches.
The ANA Tech costs a little bit
more than some of its competitors,
but you get your money's worth. It
has a very advanced paper-feed
mechanism with an electrically
operated hold ·down , producing
very low skew during plotting. It's
fast (under one minute for an E-size
drawing at 200 dpi) and offers
completely variable, user-selectable
resolution. Most other scanners have
preset increments. It is compatible
with a growing numberof operating

Resolution - The term resolution applied to scanners can be
misleading because scanners have
two types: true optical resolution
and software interpolated resolution. True optical resolution is
hardware-based. In simple terms, it
means the more cameras, the
higher the resolution. Three
cameras equal 400 dpi, two equal
approximately 260. The scanning
software can then interpolate (or
sample) the data from the cameras
into user-selectable resolutions
ranging from 25 dpi to 1600 dpi.
Really high scanning resolutions
produce finer detail, but take more
time and the files are HUGE.
Although government offices have
stringent standards and often use
resolutions over 1000 dpi, for most
revision and archival applications
resolutions ranging from 200 dpi to
1000 dpi are considered adequate.
Most authorities say that the
minimum resolution for largeformat scanning should be 200 dpi.
Speed -A good rule of thumb is
to look for E-size scanning at 200
dpi in under 60 seconds.
Cost - They're not cheap! Large
format scanners range from
$15,000 to over $50,000. A hidden
cost for some scanners is the
software. It's not included in the list
price and is not really optional. You
have to have it to make the scanner
work. Analyze software features

carefully. There are now largeformat scanners affordable enough
for smaller organizations and
powerful enough to be integrated
into very high-volume document
management systems. In addition,
most of the major vendors offer a
range of scanner choices.
Scanned drawings definitely
bridge the gap between hardcopy
media and computer data. One
benefit is improved efficiency in
retrieving documents for reference.
In addition, much of the space
required for storing paper drawings
can be used for other purposes.
Time and costs needed for recreating drawings, photographs or maps
in CAD geometry are also lower
than the manual methods. One can
scan information in and save,
depending on the project, up to 75%
of their drafting time. A study by
Intergraph Corp. determined that
the cost of a scanner, storage device,
and database software could be
returned in one year.
For companies that cannot
justify the expense of an in-house
large-format scanner, scanning
services offer another option.
Large-format scanners are not a
panacea. They will not solve the
problems of an already ailing or
inefficient document management
system. But they can be incorporated into an effective system and
enhance it considerably. m

systems including Windows NT. It
has adequate softwilre, but most of

Scanners - A Sampling

the functions ilre nlilnaged by the
computer inside the scanner itself.
By the way, this machine is built
"for stout" -

like a Mac truck. It

weighs 485Ibs. and its three cameras
are mounted on il rigid internill
framework.

ANA Tech Eagle

scanners also claim a Mean-TimeBetween-Fililure (MTBF) rilte of
7,500 hours.
ANA Tech has been designing
and manufacturing scanners since
1981 and claims the number one

Width I Speed'

Resolution'"

Software

Warranty

Price

ANA TECH
EAGLE 3640
303/973-6722

36"-40" /
60

Variable/
800-1600 SI
400 optical

Included
in price

90 days

$25,000/
35,000

CALCOMP
70436 Scan Plus
602/948-6540

36" /
60

Variable/
500/1000 SI
260 optical

Included
in price

1 year

$14,895/
25,895

IDEAL/CONTEX
FSS 5000MP
301/468-0123

36"/
60

Preset/
500/1000
400 optical

Additional
cost

90 days

$23/900

SCORPION
SGS8000
408/866-5700

36"/
60

Preset/
75/800 SI
400 optical

Included
in price

1 year

$14,900

VEMCO
FSS 10000
800/556-3344

36"/
60

Preset/
25-1000SI
400 optical

Additional
cost

1 year

$24,900

'Maximum scan width in inches. Speed equals seconds per E·size document at 200 dpi.

position in the scanning / drawing

USI equals software interpolated.

management market. Until last year,
they could only be purchased as a
part of Intergr.lph's turnkl'y systl'ms.
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Blending Raster with Vector in CADKEY OverLay
RasterNector Issues
Scanning is becoming popular
in engineering applications
because 486-based computers and
electronic data storage technology
are finally powerful enough to
handle the large raster files
produced. In addition, CADD is
maturing and evolving so that
raster data can be integrated into
the engineering data files while
CADD use continues undisturbed.
Scanning
technology was
first used primarily for graphic
design and artwork. Engineers
immediately saw
the potential of
this technology.
But early attempts
to convert paper
drawings to vector
format and move
them into the
computer data
base were very
frustrating because of incom patible file formats
and dimensional
inaccuracies. Raster to vector
conversions turned out to be a
more complex task than converting text images into ASCII. For
example, how is a computer
program to know whether an item
on the scanned image was intended to be a zero, a letter "0", or a
circle? How is it supposed to know
if a circle is out of round or is
actually an ellipse? So guesses
must be made by the translator to
process the data. These guesses
are sometimes correct and
sometimes not, which results in a
converted image that is rarely
faithful in image quality to the
original scanned image.
The worst of these early
attempts to convert raster to
vector data created immense
20' KEY Solutions' August I September 1993

vector files . The best conversions
produced merely large files that did
not provide dimensional accuracy,
were difficult to edit, and slowed
down the operation of the CADD
system because of the large entity
load the file represented to the CADD
system.

Like Oil and Water
Raster and vector are like oil and
water and do not mix very well.
Every attempt to treat one like the

other ends up losing something
valuable in the original data. Even
their basic purposes are different. The
highest end of raster data is faithful
reproduction of the original graphic
image so that visual information is
not lost. The highest end of vector
information is accuracy and the
ability to change data easily to
respond to manufacturing needs.
CADKEY OverLay applies a new
concept for managing raster and
vector data and can best be described
as a raster-vector hybrid. CADKEY
OverLay keeps raster data as raster
and vector data as vector, and lets
them co-exist within the program.
While other software programs in
this category exist, CADKEY
OverLay, as its name suggests, works
inside CADKEY and is integrated by

INTEL 486 PROCESSOR
8MB RAM
128K WRITE-BACK CACHE
TRUE 32-BIT VL-BUS IDE
CONTROLLER
VL-BUS ACCELERATOR CARD WITH
1MB RAM
17" FLAT SQUARE EDGE TO EDGE
SVGA MONITOR
250MB Ums IDE HARD DRIVE
TEAC 1.2MB & 1.44MB FLOPPY
DRIVES
MICROSOFT WINDOWS 3.1 &
DOS 6.0
TOWER CHASSIS WITH
DUAL COOLING FANS
101-KEYBOARD
12" X 12" DIGITIZER WITH
CORDLESS PUCK

INTEL 486 PROCESSOR
8MB RAM
128K WRITE-BACK CACHE
VL-BUS IDE CACHE CONTROLLER
WITH 2MB RAM
VL-BUS ACCELE RATOR CARD WITH
1MB RAM
17" FLAT SQUARE EDGE TO EDGE
SVGA MONITOR
340MB 13ms IDE HARD DRIVE
TEAC 1.2MB & 1.44MB FLOPPY
DRIVES
MICROSOFT WINDOWS 3.1 &
DOS 6.0
TOWER CHASSIS WITH
DUAL COOLING FANS
101 -KEYBOARD
12" X 12" DIGITIZER WITH
CORDLESS PUCK

DX-33

DX-33

$3309

$3759

DX2-66

DX2-66

$3649

$4099

DUAL REMOVABLE 170MB
HD UPGRADE $235
DUAL REMOVABLE 250MB
HD UPGRADE $435

DUAL REMOVABLE 255MB
HD UPGRADE $265
DUAL REMOVABLE 340MB
HD UPGRADE $665

For over five years Tri-Star has been satisfying the appetites of the most demanding power-hungry CAD professionals. So
far in 1993 alone our computers have won two Editor's Pick awards from Windows Sources and aBest Buy award from PC
World. In areview against Compaq, ASTand Gateway, PC Week called Tri-CAD, "...the best value of the systems that cost
more than $4000." Tri-Star now ranks among the industry's best in PC Magazine:S annual survey of service and reliability.
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$995
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A new Tri-Star exclusive: DUAL REMOVABLE
HARD DRIVES. Offers users the option of configuring one large volume or two duplicate volumes.
Either way, security and fault-tolerance are
optimized.

Every Tri-CAD Workstation includes our most popular CADKEY productivity bundle .. .including the
Tri-CAD 12" x 12" digitizer with cordless 16-button
cursor along with Vibrant Soft Engine.
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Call about our Leasing Programs
Two Year Parts Warranty
Lifetime Labor Warranty
30-Day Money Back Guarantee
Toll-Free Technical Support
24-Hour BBS Service
One Year On-Site Service
One Year Overnight Parts Replacement

CDE and CADL routines for the
user interface and a TSR raster
driver. Other programs of this type
work outside the CADD program
and the completed vector drawing is
imported via DXF. This completely
integrated add-on package for
CADKEY includes a raster display
driver and all necessary links to
CADKEY providing seamless
operation.
The integrated approach
provides distinct advantages to the
CADKEY user. The raster drawing
can be viewed on-screen inside
CADKEY. Then you can reconstruct
a geometrically correct model using
a heads up digitizing technique
using a familiar interface and
commands. Scale and correlation
between raster image and CADKEY
drawing are maintained at any
zoom level.
In CADKEY OverLay you may
edit the scanned raster images by

deleting information that is no
longer pertinent, making changes as
needed with CADKEY with
CADKEY's drawing tools. This
combination of old raster data with
the new vector data can be printed,
also from within CADKEY.
CADKEY OverLay's method of
printing scanned data produces
images with high graphic fidelity to
the original scanned image, a really
clear representation of scanned data
along with the most accurate
presentation of vector data. In
addition, CADKEY OverLay backdrop images take up no space within
CADKEY.
Imagine having a paper drawing
of several cross-sections of a threedimensional part. Using CADKEY's
3D facility, the scanned images of
the cross-sections may each be
correctly positioned in space for
tracing with CADKEY. Through
coordinated tracing of several cross-

COMPUTER AIDED
TECHNOLOGY, INC.
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sections in 3D space, a 3D wire
frame model of the 3D part is
generated. CADKEY OverLay is the
first produ ct of this genre to provide
this functionality.
CADKEY OverLay contains
many functions that reduce construction time and the possibility of
data entry errors. They include the
ability to clean speckles from the
r ast er image, pan and zoom vector
and raster images simultaneously,
size an d slide image to match true
size and locations, change the color
of the raster image to reduce eye
st rain, adjust the X-Y Bias for
images stretched at scan time, deskew images skewed up to ten
degrees, and to modify the density
of th e raster file. All scanners that
out put .RLC files (most scanners
currently available) are supported
directly. m
For more information contact: Software
Ventures, Inc. 61 6 / 344·0708, Fax 616 /
381·2965

ne calcomp
DrawingMaster
plotter can handle the
output of an entire
network by itself. You get final
quality plots in as little as 71
seconds: Inkjets don't even
come close to the speed and
convenience of direct imaging.

O

DrawingMastec~

Final plots in
about a minute.
And there are no pens, cartridges or toners to mess with.
Just load a roll of media for
crisp, high resolution plots in
one or two colors. All our
advanced direct imaging media
provide exceptional durability,
reproduction, and archivability.
They' re recyclable, as well.
You've waited long enough.
See the plotter that will eliminate those bottlenecks forever
at your participating "Value
Add Vantage" reseller. Or
call 800-932-1212, ext. 456
for the CalComp reseller
nearest you.

Here's a quick $1,000 if you buy before December 23, 1993!
It's your choice. Get a FREE
Model 981 Ethernet interface to
share DrawingMaster's superior
productivity with everyone on your
LAN A $995 value!

Or choose a selection of CalComp
direct imaging media worth up to
$1,000 retail value fo r the best output, every time, guaranteed. Your
participating reseller has full details.

\\edraWOIl

your irnaginatiOIl~'

~CalComp
A Lockheed Company

' Based on average D·size monochrome plot. Average E-size plot takes less than 2 minutes. Special offer expires 12123/93. Amounts in U.S. Dollars. DrawingMaster and We draw on your imagination aretrademarks
or registered trademarks of CalComp Inc. Plot courtesy of AutoDesk. Inc. © 1993 CalComp Inc. All rights reserved.
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CADIEY
Student
Competes
at 51l11is
Olympics
by Maureen Hannon
When Neal Gollob enlisted the
aid of a computer to improve his artistic
skills, his life took one of those turns
which has led to the International
Youth Skills Olympics, where he'll be
competing this summer against worldclass student engineers.
"I got involved in drafting as an
outgrowth of my interest in art. I
wanted to improve my line work, and
the best way to do that is with a
computer. My high school had a variety
of software packages available for
students to try out, and I thought
CAD KEY was the easiest to learn. It
made the most sense and was faster
than the others."
Interest in CAD during high school
convinced Neal to pursue an academic
degree in engineering. He is currently
finishing his final year of studies as a
Mechanical Engineering Technologist at
Conestoga College, in Kitchener,
Ontario, Canada.
No stranger to competition, Neal
began entering skills contests in 1989
during high school. As he became more
proficient in CADKEY, he chose to use
it over other CAD programs in competition. Neal will be using CADKEY to
compete against the world's best young
Mechanical CAD designers at the
International Youth Skills Olympics
(IYSO) in Taipei, Taiwan, July 19
through August 3 of this year.
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very comfortable with
CADKEY and has a lot of
experience working
under pressure, so he
expects to do well in the
IYSO. Still, he admits to
being a bit worried. "I
don't really know what
students in other countries are learning and so
I'm not sure what to
expect of the design
problems."
--.:;..
Competitors have no
--I-I!!I......~.:...
~
idea what those problems
Neal Gollob. International youth Skills Olympics competitor.
at the U.S. Skills Olympics (seated in foreground).
will entail until the
competition. Mitchell Wawzonek,
Neal's teacher and professor of
He earned the spot as Canada's
engineering at Conestoga College,
representative in the IYSO using
will participate as a member of the
CADKEY to win the gold for
committee that writes those
Mechanical CAD at last year's
problems.
Ontario Skills Competition. He
Wawzonek thinks the competialso placed well using CADKEY at
tion could be a showdown between
the U.S. Skills Olympics last
CADKEY and AUTOCAD, but feels
summer in Louisville, Kentucky.
CADKEY has an advantage in the
Competitors are often sponsored
mechanical
engineering competition
by firms within their fields, and
because
it's
better suited to meCadkey, Inc. is covering some of
chanical
design.
Neal's travel expenses to Taiwan.
Neal says that advantage will
Neal is grateful for the support:
serve him well: "3D drawings aren't
"I'm quite pleased with Cadkey.
a mandatory part of this competiThey've been very helpful, both in
tion but will definitely earn me
financial as well as material
bonus points if I can incorporate
support."
them into my design solutions."
The company also is providing
Past competitions required the
CADKEY version 6 to help him
creation of a 3D model, as well as
prepare for the competition. And
2D working drawings. The contest
with Neal's final year of studies
allows a limited amount of time for
nearly over, he now has plenty of
contestants to design, draw, and
time to focus on the IYSO. While
plot their solutions to realistic
the skills he's acquired in college
problems.
That is what Neal is
offer Neal a good shot at the gold in
in preparing for his
focusing
on
the IYSO, Neal has a s much realcompetition.
world experience to draw from.
Students from all over the world
A local plastics company,
are
encouraged to participate in the
George Cluthe Manufacturing,
national
competitions from which
hired Neal as a cooperative educaIYSO
competitors
are chosen.
tion student while still in high
IYSO
competitors
from
Canada
school. Neal assisted the firm in
have
won
gold
medals
in
Provincial
setting up CADKEY and trained
or
U
.S.
competitions.
employees in its use. His work with
Skills Canada is the country's
the firm involved 3D design , 2D
member
organization in the Interdrafting, and CNC programming
national Organization for the
using SMARTCAM for injection
Promotion of Vocational Education.
molded products and molds.
Member countries work to promote
Such experience outside the
classroom gives Neal a definite edge skilled trades on a world-wide level.
In 1991, Canada sent its first
in his competition. He says he's

competitor to the IYSO in Computer
Aided Drafting, winning its first IYSO
medal, a bronze.
This year Skills Canada is sending
competitors in Auto Body, Turning,
Welding, Electronics, CAD, Plumbing,
Bricklaying, Ladies' Hairdressing, and
House Wiring. Such a diverse number
of vocational professions is not atypical of skills competitions around the
world.
Educators in Spain initiated the
IYSO in 1949 to extend t o other
countries the skills competitions being
held in their training cent ers. Spain
and Portugal were the first nations to
compete with 24 competitors in 1950.
By 1953, young skilled workers from
Germany, the United Kingdom,
France, Morocco and Swit zerland
participated in the first International
Competitions. Thirteen countries are
involved this year, including Canada
and the United States.
Skills Canada promotes the IYSO
as an essential means of bringing the
need for skilled industrial education to
the attention of government, education, and industry. The organization
cites the sharing of information among
participating countries as the main
benefit of international competition
and a crucial aspect of improving
Canada's technical education system.
Wawzonek believes the IYSO is
treated like an Olympic contest for
good reason. "International exposure
increases public acceptance of the role
technology plays in our culture and
encourages students to explore
technology as a career." He feels too
many young people avoid technological
training in favor of business and
service-related careers; that they
should be made aware of the
opportunities available to them
through vocational and technical
training.
As for Neal, when the competition
is over, he plans to continue his
education in Applied Industrial
Design. "This is a field that has more
to do with the art behind the
engineering, which is still my main
interest."
Clearly, the artist in Neal Gollob is
alive and well. No doubt, the fervor
that lives in every artist will spur him
on to his gold. In

sponsored by
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CAll
CDEs

by Craig Storms and Usman Rashid

Menu

Customization

Macros, CADL and CDE programs (even external
programs) can all be combined to create a highly
customized system. A common request from advanced
users is "How can I incorporate these utilities directly
into the CADKEY menus?" The answer is fairly
simple.
CADKEY menus, prompts and related text files can
be customized with just a few simple rules and a text
editor. The key files found or placed in the CADKEY
support files directory are:
menus. txt
contains ASCII text for all standard CADKEY menus
defines additions to the CADKEY
menus.add
menu structure
contains ASCII text for all stanpmpts.txt
dard CADKEY prompts
pmpts.add
defines additions to the CADKEY
prompts
defines modifications to the menu
alias.txt
tree structure
exeorder.add defines new menu functions (macros, CADL, CDE, etc.)
Remember, always back up existing files
before making changes. You can use DOS commands
to create a fast backup of all the files. First type copy
*.txt *.hkl to create backup files with a .bkl extension. Then type copy *.add *.hk2 backup all .add
files, if they exist.

Getting Started
Two detailed examples of menu customization
follow. The first takes the simplest case of adding
CADL or CDE utilities to the standard CADKEY
menu structure in open locations. This is a good place
to start if you are new to customizing menus.
The second deals with the problem of full menus
(which sometimes happens when you try to group
utilities logically) and explains how to restructure
whole branches of the menu tree.
All examples use sample files supplied with
CADKEY 6, including data_in.cdx, penmap.cde and
horzlns.cde.
Customizing CADKEY so you can access CADL
programs or CDEs from the menus is done using two
files: menus.add and exeorder.add.
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It will be helpfu!l to understand the menu structure
and strategy as a whole before we get into specifics.
Think of menus as an upside-down tree. Starting from
the root (CADKEY Main Menu) you can work your way
down through menu branches by selecting menu
options until you reach a leaf node (a function that
performs a task, s ch as creating a parallel line).
Programmers actually use these terms exactly as they
are presented here.
All functions and customized utilities must fall on a
leaf node. This example shows the steps needed to
create a new leaf node and link it to a CADL program
or CDE function.
Remember, there can never be more than nine
options displayed. Menus with fewer than nine options
can generally be customized easily. However, if you
had a CADL utility for creating angled lines, the
CREATE, LINE menu already contains nine options.
To add more, menus must be restructured. The FILES
menu, for example, lists eight menu options, indicating
that one more may be added.
Now,take a quick look with a text editor at a file ,
menus.txt. This file contains all menus and corresponding numeric codes for locating menus in the
menu tree structure. It provides all the information
you need to determine where menus are located and
which have space available for new additions. The first
line simply contains the keyword "menu" indicating
the start of a new menu entry. The second line displays the menu location. The FILES menu is located
at menu position number 5 in the CADKEY Main
Menu. A single number is used since the FILES menu
is only one level deep from the root (Main Menu).
The numeric code indicating menu location is the
key to understanding customization. Consider the
menu resulting from choosing CONTROL, A'ITRIB
from the CADKEY 6 Main Menu. This menu is located
using the numeric code 72 and defines the function key
access (menu choices) needed to display it (F7, F2).
menu

72
CURRENT
CHANGE

OUT/ FIL

A text editor with a search option can help you
quickly identifY specific menus, since the file is fairly

CADKEYI'>
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long. Do not edit this file directly to add or modify a
new menu selection.
The secondary file menus.add is used to place new
options in the menu structure. This two-file approach
assures that the original menus.txt file remains
unchanged, with all the modifications grouped neatly
together in the menus.add files.

Example 1:
Adding CADL and CDEs to Menus
Data_in.cdx is a CADL utility which reads point
data in from an external ASCII file . If this utility or
one like it has proved particularly useful, you might
want it to appear as an option under the FILES menu.
To accomplish this, two files must be created or edited:
menus.add and exeorder.add. The simplest way to do
this is to copy and paste the original FILES menu (#5)
from menus.txt into menus. add and use your text
editor to make the addition, shown below. This change
places the new menu option as ninth option on menu #5.
menus.txt (standard) menus. add (modified)
menu
menu
5

5

PART
PATTERN
PLOT
CADL
MACROS
CDE
DB DRAW
TRANSLAT

PART
PATTERN
PLOT
CADL
MACROS
CDE
DB DRAW
TRANSLAT
DATAIN

If only menus.add is updated, the new menu option
will appear but be useless since no link has been
established to the CADL program. To create this link,
edit the exeorder.add file by entering the following:
S9

6

(function code) (action code:CADL.cdx) (file name to execute)

The simple changes made to menus.add and
exeorder.add execute data_in.cdx as a menu selection
(F5,F9). The function code indicates the function key
(menu) access, and the action code indicates that a
compiled CADL program (.cdx) is the action to accompany the menu choice.
Different action codes accomodate different types of
programs to executes.
Action Description
Code
o Transfers CADKEY control to the specified
macro.
1
Executes the specified SYS command in the
CADKEY memory shell; suppresses text
output. This is the same as choosing CON·
TROL, SYSCMD, NONE.
2
Executes the specified SYS command in the
CADKEY memory shell, directs text output
to the monochrome screen, if one exists, or
to the graphics screen, if a monochrome
screen doesn't exist; and saves and restores
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the CADKEY graphics image. This is the
same as choosing CONTROL, SYSCMD,
TEXT.
3
Executes the specified SYS command in the
CADKEY memory shell, directs graphics
output to the graphics screen and saves and
restores the CADKEY graphics image. This
is the same as choosing CONTROL,
SYSCMD, GRAPHICS.
4
Transfers control to SYS shell in the
CADKEY memory shell, and saves and restores the CADKEY graphics image when
done. This is the same as choosing CON·
TROL, SYSCMD, SHELL.
5
Executes an uncompiled (cdl) CADL program.
6
Executes a compiled (cdx) CADL program.
7
Executes a specific CDE function (see following example).
The example below shows a complete menus.add
and exeorder.add file needed to place data_in.cdx and
penmap.cde sample utilities into the CADKEY menu
structure. If you are using CADKEY 6, simply copying
these files exactly as they appear below will create
actively functioning utilities, assuming the sample files
were installed with CADKEY 6.
menus. add
menu
5

PART
PATTERN
PLOT
CADL
MACROS
CDE
DB DRAW
TRANSLAT
DATA IN
menu
72
CURRENT
CHANGE
OUT/FIL
PENMAP

exeorder.add
S9

6

7247

data_In
<PENMAP>pen_mapper

Note that for CDE access, the brackets < > are used
to indicate the name of the CDE file (optional) and the
name which follows is the name of the function to be
executed. You can get this from the FILES, CDE,
LISTIEXE list if you are unsure of CDE function
names. Use of the bracket creates an automatic
loading option. Note that there are no spaces between
the start of the brackets and the function name. If a
CDE function is called and it does not exist in memory,
the system will look for the CDE and try to open it,
allowing an auto-load mechanism to load CDE's on
demand.
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The next example deals with the more complex
procedure of moving whole branches of menus to create
vacancies which, once created, can be filled in using the
steps described above.

Example 2:
Using Pmpts.add and Alias.txt
Sometimes menu vacancies are not adequate for
allowing proper menu customization. Whole branches
of menus may need to be shifted to make room for
menu additions. Alias.txt provides this control. Menus
added to vacant locations may be used as branches to
additional menus. In these cases it is essential to add
a corresponding prompt for the new branch. The
menus will not function properly without a prompt for
each new branching menu option. Prompts may be
added using pmpts.add.
As an example, consider the horzlns.cde utility for
creating horizon lines in layouts. Since this function
creates lines, you might want to place it in the CREATE, LINE menu, which is already full . To add menu
options, it is necessary to relocate one or more menu
branches (not just a single option, but all those menus
which fall beneath an option). Changes like this can be
made using menus. add, exeorder.add, alias.txt
and pmpts.add.
Alias.txt identifies menu branch locations and
allows you to move them to new locations. For example, if CREATE, LINE, N-GON and MESH options
were to be moved to make room for a new CREATE
LINE option (HORZLINS), alias.txt can relocate th~
two options to a new place in the menu tree. To
complete the custom structure, use menus. add to
define the new menus, exeorder.add to specify the CDE
function to execute, and pmpts.add to define new
custom prompts consistent with the overall menu
structure.
CADKEY prompts are stored in the file pmpts.txt:

a a a Choose MAIN MENU option
1 1 1 Choose option
1111 11 1

Menu number

Refers to the numeric code in the
menus.txt file for the menu that
CADKEY displays when the
prompt appears on the prompt
line.
Refers to the numeric code used to
Help number
access CADKEY's on-line context
sensitive help.
Contains the words for the
Prompt text
CAD KEY prompt or a reference
number for a text string that has
already been defined. The prompt
text can be up to 69 characters
long. If no text is listed, a reference number indicates which of
the previously defmed prompts
should be used.
Note that in any case where a prompt appears with
a percent sign (%) followed by a number or letter,
replacement prompts should follow the same format.
These format specifiers are used to place default
values (file names, numerical values, etc. ) in the
prompt at the time of display.
Like menus.txt, the pmpts.txt file is not intended
for direct modification. Additional prompts can be
added in the pmpts.add file . Examples given earlier do
not use pmpts.add to customize prompts since the
CADL and CDE programs themselves have built-in
prompts which appear at the program start-up. Any
new menu which appears as a branch to additional
menus must have a prompt added for the menu to
function correctly. This technique is illustrated in the
example which follows.
Alias.txt relocates whole branches of menus
according to branch locations in the menu tree. For
example, to relocate the CREATE, LINE, N-GON
menu option, you must identify its location: 118 (Fl,
Fl, F8 from the Main Menu) and define a new location
such as 1181. Two lines are needed to accomplish this,'
one for the menu and one for the corresponding
prompt:
menu 1 18 1 18 1

1 11 I 00 1 1 1 1 Indicate start point
1111 1001 1111 Indicate end point
1121001 112 111
1121 1001 1121 1111
113113 113 1

118 209 118 Enter number of sides (% d) =>
etc.

prompt 118 1181

keyword [oldlocationl [newlocationl
The following example illustrates the use of
menus.add, exeorder.add, alias.txt and pmpts.add to
restructure the CREATE, LINE menu and allow a
new option to be added. Two menus (N-GON and
MESH) are relocated to make room for a new
HORIZLNS addition.
Alias.txt
menu 118 1181

Each line defines one prompt, according to the
pattern:
[prompt #] [menu code #] [help #] [prompt text or ref. #]

Prompt number

A numeric prompt code that sometimes but not always, relates to
the order in which you press the
function keys (menu location).
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prompt 1181181
menu 119 1182
prompt 1 I 9 1 182

The alias.txt file moves the N-GON and MESH
options to the new locations.
Pmpts.add
1 18 1 18 1a Choose special option

The help option number 10 indicates that no help is
available.
Menus.add
menu
11

ENDPTS
STRING
PARALEL
TAN/PRP
HRZNRT
ANGLE
RECTANG
SPECIAL
HORZLlNS

Your Attention
Please!

menu
118

N-GON
MESH

Note that SPECIAL is a new branch position,
requiring the new menu #118.
Exeorder.add
119

7

<HORZLNS>horizon_lines

(no spaces between words)
If you are interested in customizing menus for the
first time, try some of the CADL and CDE sample
files that ship with CADKEY, or substitute your own
favorite utilities, always backing-up important files
before editing. Good luck!
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•
hen I met my first
robot many years
ago at a trade show,
I was hooked. I
watched the crowd
with fascination as they responded
freely to the machine, talking and
interacting with it. I was impressed
with how the robot was able to
break down communication and
social barriers. At that time, I was
actively involved in developing
interactive learning systems for the
disabled and had discovered that the
mentally and physically disabled
were especially inhibited by
interaction with people. They would
and could relate easily, however, to
a non-human tool such as a
computer. I saw in that robot (crude
by today's standards) a new and
superior learning tool for the
disabled. From that moment I knew
I had to build interactive robots to
teach social, communication and
living skills to people. The medium
of communication (i.e., robot) could
be under the control of the teacher
or therapist, but the student would
not be intimidated by direct human
interaction.
This was to be quite an
undertaking, as my formal training
and background was not remotely
technical. I had studied child
psychology and communications, not
engineering. I grew up in a family of
successful entertainers and
entrepreneurs in France. But I had
the vision! I understood what a
communications robot would and
should do and could find top
engineers and technicians to share
my vision and turn it into reality. As
it turned out, I was able to assemble
a truly superior team led by Maris
Ambats, International Robotics,
Inc.'s chief engineer.
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And so it began. Life took many
new, sometimes unexpected but
always exciting turns. The major
turn was caused very simply by
money. I wanted top quality in
everything from the company's
educational and social goals to the
latest and best technology. As you
know, leading edge technology and
engineering is very expensive, so it's
not surprising that educational/social
sources were unable to fund the
development we were capable of. To
fund our educational development,
we approached the corporate world
offering to custom-build robots or
lease robot services for public

relations and sales efforts.
It worked. Our robots, soundly
based on robot-to-people behavioral
and communication psychology and
technically superior, were soon
working regularly. They now have
resumes that put most professionals
to shame. Our list of clients is
predominantly composed of Fortune
500 companies. Our prototype robot,
Sico, is actually a celebrity in his
own right.
He speaks up to seven languages,
can serve drinks, hosts parties and
press conferences, delivers speeches,
presents products, acts on stage, film

by Robert Doornick

and in TV commercials, dances with
adults who stand on his passengercarrying platform, performs stand-up
comedy, qualifies sales leads at trade
events, makes good-will appearances
at hospitals, schools, and retirement
homes, and appears on network TV
talk shows.
Well traveled, he is the world's
only robot with his own personalized
American Express Platinum credit
card. Sico actually uses his credit
card to purchase his own child's fare
ticket at airports world-wide,
occupies a seat in passenger
airplanes and is listed as a member
of all frequent-flyer programs. With
the help of the International
Chamber of Commerce, Sico has a
special passport-like document
allowing him to clear customs with
all other passengers when flying
internationally.
He is the world's only robot with
membership in the Screen Actors
Guild. A partial list of Sico's
achievements as a star of stage, TV
and screen include: NBC's "Days of
Our Lives", ABC's "Walt Disney
EPCOT Special", James Brown's
world concert tour, Dick Clark's
"Inside America", a special
performance at the Whit e House and
hundreds more.
Though operated by humans
(skilled and well trained professional
actors/ commentators/ comedians
who handle every aspect of the
robots' performance), the robots
depend on numerous advanced
components. Sico, for instance, is
powered by a 12-volt battery
originally designed for aerospace
applications, and he can operate for
up to twelve hours with a recharge.
He is controlled by a digital encoding
device, contained in a miniaturized
telemetric keypad with a concealed
microphone. The keypad transmits a

secret verification code and
instructions for movements. A
decoding computer inside Sico allows
him to verify commands and prevent
any accidental movements from
electronic interference - particularly
useful on stage or in a TV studio.
The robot's elaborate light displays
which are also controlled through
the keypad, include LEDs, fiber
optics, and halogen lights. This
state-of-the art patented,
miniaturized
telemetry lets
operators control all
aspects of the robot's
speech and
movements in full
view of the audience,
from 2 feet to 200
feet away with no
visible equipment. It
takes six months to
thoroughly train an
operator.
Sico and his robot
relatives are the
products of our
extremely talented
team of design and engineering
professionals at International
Robotics. Although I am not a
designer (can't even draw) or an
engineer, I provide the overall
conceptual direction and the base of
educational, psychological and social
understanding that make our robots
successful.
When we are about to create a
new robot, we begin with the
drawings and designs of our very
talented graphics artist, George
Heyward. Then Maris and his
colleagues turn the graphic design
into 3D mechanical drawings.
Completed drawings are sent out to
various machine shops and
production houses who manufacture
the parts. Finally, we assemble and

program the final robot in-house.
The Nuts and Bolts

Sico the Robot is a mechanical
engineer's dream (or nightmare
depending on the day) with more
than 10,000 different parts. Many,
from mechanical clutches and
harmonic gears to heat sensors, are
small and subject to severe
mechanical stress. The engineers
must solve other major engineering
headaches. For example, an elbow

joint needs a motor powerful enough
to lift the robot's arm, yet sensitive
enough to stop at the pressure of a
child's finger. And the mechanics
have to be reliable: our machines
represent technologically advanced
businesses in public. Break downs are
taboo. To make our robots fail-safe,
we often engineer as many as four
different parts for a single task. If
one component breaks down, another
one is able to take its place.
In addition, each edition of Sico is
a "one-off' and parts are redesigned
for every robot built. No customer
wants a high-tech device identical to
a competitor's. The unique array of
gear systems and motors that propel
the robot's joints are proprietary
engineering innovations pioneered by
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Maris and his engineers. We prefer
not to divulge them and therefore
have not included any CADKEY .prt
files here.
These parameters made a highly
sophisticated CAD system a must.
Our engineers have been happily
using CADKEY for over five years.
For Maris, CADKEY's most powerful
advantage is its ability to draft, store
and edit in 3D. New elements can be
sketched freehand, then refined (he
is particularly fond of CADKEY's
ability to find the center of an
irregular polygon), and combined
with existing components. Often he
just calls on the library of parts in
our CADKEY files and edits where
necessary. This allows Maris to
design a completely new robot to
client specifications in a matter of
hours.
CADKEY's geometry and
translation capabilities are also
valuable. Once we have a viable
design we send files to several
machin e shops and production
houses who build the components.
Accuracy, data translation and
completeness is vital here. We
assemble in-house once the parts are

produced outside. It takes
approximately one year to produce
a completely finished robot.
The Future

Sico, in
spite of all his
"show biz" and
marketing
trappings, is
still a
communications
tool, and the
goals I started
with h aven't
really changed
th at much
though they've
expanded and
reach far
beyond the
commercial.
We work
regularly with
schools and
institutions
(often for free ),
are active in
seeking grants for robots for
institutions, and are instrumental
in creating alliances between
corporate sponsors and institutions.

We plan to use the design
experience gained from commercial
robots in building advanced machines
for jobs too difficult or dangerous
for humans.
Where? Space,
mines, oceans,
nuclear power
plants, you name
it. Or, mobile,
interactive robots
could also serve
the elderly or the
handicapped. As
artificial intelligence becomes
viable, robots will
become more
versatile with a
combination of
teleoperated and
built-in intelligence functions .
They may even
be able to provide
a type of virtual
reality allowing the remote operator
to sense, see and feel what the
surrogate robot is experiencing.
The future is wide-open! ill
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Frustrated with slow pen plotters?

NOVAJEIMII increases black and white
print speed by up to 2000% and gives you
full-color capability for only $7995.
INCREASE

NOVAJETII
Mono

Color

Pen ~odder

4:27

11 :49

2:36:11

Normal 6:21

14:02

-

High Quality 19:13 19:40

-

YOUR SPEED-

DRAMATICALLY.
It's time to retire your
slow "pen plodder:'
throwaway those
messy pens and move
up to the speed and
performance of the
NOVAJET II color
inkjet plotter/printer
from ENCAD.
LIGHTNING FAST COLOR PLOTTING.
Whether you're printing in color or black and white, the enhanced
NOVAJET II outperforms even the fastest pen plotters. Imagine blazing
through an Esize monochrome check plot in as little as 3 minutes or a
full color final plot in just 10 minutes.
Now you can add the drama and impact of solid or shaded color printing
for about the same cost as a high
performance pen plotter.

Dran

to shell out around $35,000 or
more for an electrostatic plotter.
Now,for a fraction of the cost,
you can plot everything from black

and white line plots to the most
complex color CAD drawings in
A through Esizes.The NOVAJET II gives you the option of printing on
plain bond, vellum, or special inkjet film, on either cut sheets or rolls.
And best of all, plots cost no more than those done on a pen plotter.
PLOT TIMES FOR E-SIZE FLOOR PLAN
IShown below!

EMULATES INDUSTRY
STANDARDS.
NOVAJET II allows you to
work with a variety of
industry-standard software
products because it
emulates HP-GL, HP-GU2 and
HP-RTL raster language.
DRA'MNG PROVIDED BY AUTODESK IMAGE UBRARY

GET MOVING FASTER! CALL 1·800·892·5476.
It's time to increase your plotting speed! Give ENCAD a call today.
We'll rush you complete NOVAJET II
DRA'MNG PROVIDED BY AUTODfSK IMAGE UBRARY
THE LOW COST OF HIGH PERFORMANCE.
product information, a sample color
Until the NOVAJET, if you needed fast color plots, your only choice was plot and benchmark plotting times.

ENCAD

ENCAD , 7710 KENAMAR COURT, SAN DIEGO , CALIFORNIA 92 121 , TOLL FREE 1-800-892-5476
HP·GL, HP·GL/2 and Hp·RTL are reg istered trademarks 01 Hewlett Packard.
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CADKEY

light
H !~vy
Does

by Frank Simpson and Molly Narka
Early stage of work Photo by Rick Sandora.

Immaculata College of
Immaculata, Pennsylvania, about
20 miles west of Philadelphia,
rightfully boasts about its new
award-winning Gabriele Library,
dedicated on May 2, 1993. In the

CADKEY .prt file of stone layout.

background, CADKEY® Light
played a significant role in the
design of the cut blocks of Indiana
Limestone and Mount Airy White
Granite that grace the exterior of
the two-story building.
J. David Schumaker, an
independent stone masonry draftsman in Mount Airy, NC designed
the stone work. Although he works
professionally as a mechanical tool
designer, stone work is an avocation he enjoys immensely.
Schumaker prepared shop
drawings, which consisted of plan,
elevation and section views, using
CADKEY Light. Most of the part
files were 500 to 750 kilobytes in
size. From these drawings, full 3D
shop "tickets" were prepared for
each panel of stone on the building.

"Ticket", a term used in the world
"In my opinion," Schumaker
of stone masonry, refers to a blueadded, "what differentiates CADKEY
print or drawing.
from other CAD software products is
the ability to make 2D and 3D
"Some tickets are simple and
drawings very much as you would by
some are little monsters," said
hand,
... only much better, because
Schumaker. "A ticket is all 3D
you have applied the power, speed
wireframing, the
and efficiency of the computer to the
area in which
task."
CADKEYexcels."
The American Institute of ArchiThe ticket for a
tects (Eastern Pennsylvania
cut stone block can
Chapter) recognized the outstanding
be compared with
quality of the design and
any three-dimenconstruction
of the Gabriele Library
sional part file in
with
its
Architectural
Merit Award
CADKEY. Along
on December 17, 1992.
withlength,width
Breslin, Ridyard and Fadero, Architects,
and height of the
of Allentown, PA, designed the library, and
stone part, the
Franklin E . Skepton of Pennsburg, PA built
designer designs the it.
The library's stone work was
diameter and depth
subcontracted to Ottey and Hoopes, Inc.,
of anchor holes for
Paoli, PA, and Architectural Stone Sales,
affixing each piece
Bedford, IN. II!
of stone to the building, as well as
bevels and ornamental embellishments in the stone. Instead of
sending the part
file to a computernumerical-control
(CNC) machine
for manufacturing, stone is cut
by diamondimpregnated saws
bathed with cool,
flowing water as
lubricant. Anchor
holes are drilled
with diamondstudded drill bits.
Ornamental
designs in the
stone are produced by sandDedication of Gabriele Ubrary. Photo by Rosemary S. DiSipio.
blasting.
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CADKEYand UNITEC
Now the secret is really out!
Over 90% of all software purchased is over the phone or
through mail orders. Call UNITEC and find out why. We
have over 15 years ofexperience in this business!!!
CADKEY 6.0 / 486-66 Bundle
Cad key 6.0
486DX2-66mhz
VESA Local Bus Graphics
14" SVGA Monitor
1024x768, .26DP, NI
VESA Local Bus IDE
212MB Hard Disk
1.44MB & 1.2MB Floopy Disks
8MB RAM
Keyboard
Serial Mouse
Pre-Installed Software
DOS, Windows 3.1, Cadkey 6
ONLY

$4,995
CADKEY6.0
Cad key Drafter
Cad key Advanced Modeler
Cadkey Annual Maintenance
Cadkey Phone Support
Draftpak 4.0
Draftpak Overlay

----

-

call
call
call
call
call
$635
$155

Draftpak 80M
Cadview ($195 each additional copy)

$635
$495

(cut & paste native Cad key part flies into Windows)

17" Color Monitor (1024 x 768,.26DP, NI)
20" Color Monitor (1280 x 1024,.31DP, NI)
Complete turnkey network solutions
On-Site Installation/Consulting

call
call
call
call

UNITEC

800-365-9595

Unitec, Inc.
52 Pond Side Road
Rocky Hill, CT 06067
Voice:(203) 529-2443

Fax: (203)529- 2114

Call about our money back policy!!!
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Producing
Injection
Molding
Analysis
Models

with CAOKEY

Wirefra me of part
to be analyzed for
Apple Computer.

By Christine Skandis

programming services in the near
future.
A key to Dante's success is using
CADKEY as an easy-to-use and
inexpensive modeling front-end to
the Moldflow software. Dante
Design selected CADKEY as a front
end for injection molding analysis
because the package is easy to use
and has powerful modeling
capabilities. Dante typically
receives the customer's geometry in
the form of a CAD generated
wireframe in IGES (Initial Graphics Exchange Specification) format
although sometimes the customer
provides only a blueprint of the
part. Dante then imports the file
into CADKEY and generates
centerline surface geometry which
is required for injection molding
analysis.
Normally, the company uses the
outside surface of the
model provided by
the customer as the
centerline for the
model. This is
possible because the
parts normally are
very thin and using
the outside geometry
provides a
maximum-plasticusage scenario. In
cases where a true
centerline surface
Model that Moldflow will analyze with thickness attribute assignment.
must be found,

Dante Design Associates, Inc. is
a computer-aided design firm with
a unique speciality related to mold
analysis. Dante supplies computer
generated models for companies
that perform injection molding
analysis with MFIFLOW plastics
flow analysis and other software
products from Moldflow, Inc. of
Kalamazoo, Michigan. Dante's
customers include many large
companies such as Apple Computer,
Hewlett-Packard, General Motors
and Cray Computer. These
companies want to free their
engineers from the modeling task
while still maintaining full control
over the critical analysis stage.
Dante fills this need by providing
fast, accurate and inexpensive
Moldflow analysis input files based
on the customer's own geometry.
Dante will also be offering Moldflow
analysis and related custom
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Dante creates new centerline points
between inner and outer surface
geometries, which are then connected into centerline surfaces.
Next, the company uses a third
party CDE program called
MOLDFLOW/CADKEY LINK (MFI
LINK) developed by Software
Ventures, Inc. of Kalamazoo,
Michigan to convert the geometry
into Moldflow analysis files. To
produce a Moldflow input file, the
geometry first must be converted to
closed polyline format. For simpler
models, Dante designers use MFI
LINK's surface-by-surface feature
which allows the user to create
polylines surface-by-surface by
selecting points or end-of-entities
from any type of CADKEY entity.
For more complex models and
especially those that include
curvilinear surfaces, CADKEY's
polygon mesh generator is used. It
automates the definition of flat
surface segments from a curvilinear
model. MFILINK includes a utility
that automatically converts a
CADKEY polygon mesh to a closedpolyline model.
Once the CADKEY closedpolyline model has been created,
the Dante designer may create
MOLD FLOW models directly from
the MFILINK files menu inside
CADKEY. This routine automatically translates the closed-polyline
model into three Model 7 files
required for MOLDFLOW analysis:

Cadkey Run Options

It8l Default Panern Directory

Oel eh~

)

Ouer.lory

Vts(/oIFilt'U ;"de;.
Section

0000
0001

0002
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
2410
2411
2 4 2 0
3 0 0 0

3 1 0 0
3200
3210

Topic
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PRJQNG
QUOTATIONS

lFM81NOOFER
CADKEY SCREEN CAPTURES
PRELUDE SCREEN CAPTURES
EUCLID SCREEN CAPTURES

VENDOR INFORMATION
COMMUNICAnONS 'MTl-i VENDORS
NIJ-WAY SPEAKER PRODUCTS
PRIaNG QUOTATlONS
ENa...OSURE
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CONCEPTSWIREFRAME

last Update
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Section
1
2
T opic
NU-WAY SPEAKER PRODUCTS

Filenome/location
D:\CAOK£Y\WAUOIGO\S5.G1F
O:v::/lDKEY\WAUOIGO\s5.GIF
D:\CADKE'r'\WAUOIGO\S.t.GIF
O:\CADKEY\WAUDIGO\PCX\N1.JW2D

Document Description
SPIDER DETAIL

D:\CAOKEY\......AUDIGO~\NlI'WA'y

SPIDER DETAIL
CDNEDETAIL
LETTER TO NU·.......AY ON SPIDER DESIGN PROBLEM
IMAGE SHOWING SPIDER PROBLEM

1:\AOMIN\FAX\lFMB_l .PD<

LfMB ASSEMBLY
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1) the Control File contains length
and scaling thickness factors , model
name and origin; 2) the Point File
records all the points in the model
and 3) the Surface File defines the
surfaces in terms of the points in
the Point File. The five
MOLDFLOW Model 8 files are also
supported in the 4.0 version of
MOLDFLOW/CADKEY LINK. MFI
LINK also provides editing functions that allow the user to change
part thickness and color.
The completed model is then
shipped either by overnight courier
or by a secure modem connection to
the client. Using these methods ,
Dante Design has carved out an
unusual niche in the injection
molding field, one that can be
expected to grow substantially in
the future . m

For more information contact:
Dante Design Associates, Inc.
616/385-3822

MOLDFLOW/CADKEY LINK
MOLDFLOW/CADKEY LINK
(MF/L1NK) is a stand-alone two-way
modeler and translator that allows
the user to create and modify
CAD KEY part drawings for
MOLDFLOW plastic analysis.
Created by Software Ventures. Inc.
under contract to Moldflow Pty. Ltd ..
MF/L1NK can create MOLDFLOW
Version 7 and 8 models. A combination of CDE and CDL programs.
MF/L1NK requires CADKEY 6 and is
available for DOS and SGI Unix
platforms. A companion product.
MOLDFLOW Filter. checks the
integrity of MOLDFLOW models.
Moldflow. Inc. pioneered
computerized analysis of plastic
injection molding. a process which
can improve product performance.
reduce scrap. shorten design lead
lines. and lower design and manufacturing costs. Moldflow's products
include: MF/FLOW - which

predicts flow patterns and
characteristics with in the mold ;
MF/COOL - which analyzes the
vital role of heat exchange and
temperature control in the mold ;
and MF/WARP - which analyzes
the net distortion of the actual
molded part and helps determine
its mechanical properties; MF/
Quickcheck - a low cost flow
analysis package that gives
instantaneous results on a PC; MF/
GAS - designed to simulate and
analyze the emerging technology
of Gas Injection Molding (GIM);
and MF/SHRINK - an interactive
finite element analysis that
dimensions mold cavities using
polymer shrinkages.
For more information. contact:
Software Ventures. Inc. 616/344-0708
Moldflow Ply. Ltd . 616/345-4812

An affordable solution to secure, enterprise wide data access.
Empower yourself with true 3D viewing of CADKEY part files.
/ AI ''.'lIw 1 I.

•

View CAD KEY 4, CAD KEY 5 and now
CAD KEY 6 part and pattern files

•

Complete control of views, levels and
now Drawing Layouts

•

Printing, plotting and faxing

•

Copy and paste to other Windows
Applications - Word Processors,
Spreadsheets, Publishing systems ...

•

Includesfree: Batch Printing Server

•

Easy to use, no training, no learning curve

Call 1-800-229-2238 today .....
Ask for a 30 day fully functional
evaluation system only $19.95
Outside U.S. & Canada call 203-644-2557

Information Technology International Corporation
Copyright Q 1993, Information Technology International Corporation.
CADView is a trademark of Information Technology International Corporation.
All other product names are trademarks of their respective companies.
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Need full-featured parametric solid and surface modeling?
But want to keep your PC applications like Cadkey, Microsoft Word,
and Time Line?

T

OPUS
SYSTEMS

hen you need SPARCard. It's a complete SPARC workstation
on a PC add-in board. With SPARCard, you don' t compromise on
application performance - there's no OS emulation because your
Unix and PC applications run in their native environments. And best
of all, SPARCard shares your PC's monitor, keyboard, mouse, and
floppy disk drive.

3000 Coronad o Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95054
408 0 562-9340
408 0 562-9341 , fax

~;'~~sC:~~~Se~:~:~ S~~~~~~1Ire:~a~~~~1:1~~~mJ:S.

Paten t Pending. Cad key is a trademark of Cadkey,
Inc. Microsoft and Word are trademarks of Microsoft
Corporation. lime Line is a trademark of Symantec
Corporation.

S o instead of sacrificing your PC for SPARe, SPARC your Pc.
Give us a call at 408 0 562-9340, ext. 400.
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CADL TOOLBOX
Sometimes CADKEY designs require
the creation of splines shaped in an arc or
a circle. One solution is to create a number
of points along the arc and use them as
spline nodes. However, if natural end
conditions are applied, the spline will
always flatten and have 0 curvature at the
ends.
The objective of the ARC2SPL program
is to replace an arc with a spline without
unnecessarily introducing intermediate
nodes. In fact, the method used attempts
to represent the arc with only one spline
segment. Special end conditions are
applied so that the spline's curvature is
equal to or very close to that of the arc
throughout its length. As a result, for an
arc of 90 degrees, the deviation error is
within 0.025% of the arc radius. Ifhigher
precision is necessary, the arc is divided
into several smaller arcs having equal
sweep angles.
The program can process arcs that have
been defined in any CADKEY view. First,
the number of segments is defined, so that
the sweep angle of a single segment does
not exceed the maximum angle value
entered by the user. For optimum results,
all segments are set to be equal in length.
The calculation starts with finding the
magnitude of the spline end vectors in the
arc's definition view. As the magnitude is
dependent only on the total sweep angle
and arc radius, it need only be calculated
once for all segments. Next, the end points
and vectors for each segment are found
and converted to world coordinates. These
3D points and vectors are then used to
calculate the coefficients for every segment
ofthe 3D spline.
The program menu serves to enter and
at the same time display the values of the
current settings for maximum sweep angle
and arc deletion. This is provided by
updating the menu strings at each entry
into the main program loop.
Before execution, the program code has
to be compiled to binary executable CADL
file. To run, select
FILES:CADL:BINEXEC and enter
ARC2SPL. At the menu, press RETURN
to select an arc or pick any of the two
remaining options to change the program
parameters. Press ESCAPE if you wish to
leave the program.
by Chavdar Popov

Merit Computer Solutions, Ltd.
United Kingdom, tel: 0495-350503
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ARC2SPL.cdx· CREATION OF SPLINES ALONG ARCS
local int

opt,etype,seg,numseg,delflag,vw

local double pi ,maxang ,xc,yc,zc,r,sa,ea,da,vlen
local double x1 ,y1 ,z1 ,x2 ,y2 ,z2 ,xv1 ,yv1 ,zv1 ,xv2,yv2,zv2
local double vm[O] ,spldat[O][12]
local string $delopt[O],$anglim[O]
call atan3 ,O.O,-1.0,pi
$delopt = "DEL= ON"
maxang

= 120.0

delflag = 1
opt =

°

while (opt> ·2)

{
mode draw
sprint $anglim,"ANG=%3.0f',maxang
getmenu "ARC2SPL: Select option (SELECT)","SELECT',$delopt,$anglim
opt = @key
switch (opt)

{
case
case ·1
set mask,3
getent "Select arc to replace", etype
if ((@key < 0) II (@error))
break
xc = @fltdat[O]
yc = @fltdal[1]
zc = @fltdat[2]
r = @fltdat[3]
sa = @fltdat[4]/pi"1S0.0
da = @fltdat[5Vpi* 1S0.0
array vm[9]
vw = @intdat[S]
getview vw,vm
/* delete the arc */
if (delflag == 1)
delent
/* define number of sections and set new da "I
numseg = (da > maxang + 1e-9)? ceil(dalmaxang):1
da = dalnumseg
array spldat[numseg][12]
/* find the vector length */
vlen = S"r"(sin(dal2)-sin(da)/2)/(1-cos(da))
for (seg = O;seg<numseg;seg=seg+ 1)
(
ea = sa+da
/* find 2D arc ends */
x1 = XCH*cos(sa)
y1 = YCH"sin(sa)

x2 = XCH"cos(ea)
y2 = YCH"sin(ea)
/* find 2D end vectors "/

= -vlen'sin(sa)
= vlen'cos(sa)
= -vlen'si n(ea)
= vlen'cos(ea)

TECHTIPS

lind 3D arc ends "

CADKEYa little easier. This batch is from

xvl
yvl
xv2
yv2

Here's a grab bag of tips to make using

r

call xlmvw,vm,xl ,yl ,zc,xl ,yl ,zl

Paul Bergetz of CADPRO Chicago.

call xlmvw,vm,x2,y2,zc ,x2,y2 ,z2
point xl ,yl ,zl ,15
point x2 ,y2 ,z2,15

Before You Install or
Upgrade to CADKEY~ 6

r

lind 3D end vectors "
call xlmvw,vm,xv1,yv1,O,xv1 ,yvl,zvl
call xfmvw,vm ,xv2,yv2 ,O,xv2 ,yv2,zv2

SUB DIRECTORY
Whenever you upgrade to a newer CAD KEY

r lind 3D spline coels .,
spldat[seg][OJ = xv2+xvl-2'x2+2'x1

version it is a good idea to place the new CADKEY

spldat[seg][1 J = 3'x2-3'x1-2'xv1-xv2

version in a sub directory, other than the one in

spldat[seg][2J = xv1

your present directory. Use your old CAD KEY

spldat[seg][3J = xl
spldat[seg][4J = yv2+yvl-2'y2+2'y l

config program for information on how you had

spldat[seg][5J = 3'y2-3'yl-2'yvl -yv2

your CADKEY configured in the past. Then use

spldat[seg][6J = yvl

that information as a hint to setup the newer

spldat[ seg][7J = yl
spldat[seg][8J = zv2+zvl-2'z2+2'zl
spldat[seg][9J = 3' z2-3'zl -2'zv l-zv2

version .

spldat[seg][10J = zv1
spldat[seg][llJ = zl

VIDEO
You can use the existing video drivers to

sa = ea

configure CAD KEY or use the new Vibrant Drivers
if your video card is supported . For the latest

r

Create the spline .,

prompt "Created a spline 01 %d segment(s)", numseg
mode normal
spline C3,spldat,numseg
wait 1
break
case 2 r Set delete option "
deiliag = abs(delflag-l)
il (deillag)
{

driver information call Cad key or Vibrant tech
support. If your card is no longer supported it
may be time to upgrade to one of the new video
standards. Call your CAD KEY dealer for video
card recommendations. Be aware that what the
computer industry accepted as

a standard

yesterday many not be the case today, and it is
best to get professional advice .

prompt "The arc will be deleted"
$delopt = "DEL=ON"

MEMORY MANAGEMENT
Memory management is better with CADKEY

else

6. Himem.sys is the only requirement. We recprompt ''The arc will not be deleted"
$delopt = "DEL=OFF"

ommend DOS 5 until further testing with DOS 6
is completed . Ram drives are not necessary nor

wait 1
break
case 3

is emm386.sys unless requ ired for a frame buffer
or for hardware conflicts.

r

Enter max segment angle "
gettlt "Enter max angle per spline segment (% .21)=>",\
maxang,maxang
maxang = (maxang < 20.0) ? 20.0: maxang
maxang = (maxang > 270.0) ? 270.0 : maxang
break

DWG TRANSLATOR
Cad key now offers a direct DWG translator
in the menu system for your AUTOCAD file
transfers . Thus DXF transfers are almost a thing
of the past. The DXF translator is right next to the

r end 01 program .,
clearsell
redraw

DWG option , thus the old ALCADMY program no
longer exists.
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REVIEWPORT
qSHEETlqUNFOLD
by Lee Howden

Sheet metal design is easier if you
only represent one side of the sheet
metal. The rub comes when you have
to create layout drawings for fabrication and assembly. Defining the
thickness of lines, corner radiuses,
and corner notch setbacks help clarify

Rendered image of sheet metal part

the part for the production people
or precision sheet metal shops,
but is time consuming and tedious.
qSHEET and qUNFOLD
speed up the design and layout
phases for sheet metal part
fabrication.They take a "shorthand" CADL input file and add
all the above mentioned features .
A "shorthand" wireframe can
consist ofjust solid lines representing
cut edges and single lines of types 2,3,
and 4 representing "coded" bent edges.
Only a single solid line is needed to
represent the cut edges of a corner.
Only 12 lines are needed to represent
a simple pan.
The three programs in the
qSHEETbundle are: qSHEET, HIDE,
and RENDER. qSHEET converts a
"shorthand" input file to a defined

SPECIALS
1&1 Get into CAD economically! •
•
Demonstrator Plotters
U Ioline
•
3700 Single Pen Plotter
$2425
•
Single Pen Plotter
$2850
Z 4000
•
5000 SigncutterlPlotter
$4840
C 5000 Single Pen Plotter $3445 •
•
end of line
II: 386CADkey
•
Ver 4.06
$1745
Ver 4.0
$ 125
C Light
•
SPARe Ver 4.06
$1995
CALL
1&1 IGES Ver4.0
$ 495
EMJ

..I

U

TODAY!
East Coast
Visa and Master Card accepted.
CIRCLE CARD 276
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1·800·548·2319

Output of qUNFOLD

wireframe Z CADL file. The HIDE
program creates Q files which are
CADL files that show the input file
with thickness etc. added and in the
user specified view with the degree of
hidden line removal desired. HIDE
also creates a .MOD file for the RENDER program and sets up the frames
for RENDER. The RENDER program
creates a smooth shaded rendering of
the input file with up to ten frames
and in up to 800 X 600 resolution. It
creates. GIF, .PCX, and .TIF files and
outputs the rendering results to an
HP laser printer.
The qUNFOLD converts the
qSHEET input file into a flat pattern
of the part. Bend allowance calculations are performed automatically to
user-definable
specifications.
qUNFOLD also performs the corner
notch setback and adds the bend relief notches when required. It also
adds corner relief hole circles, bend
lines, bend numbers, bend zone lines,
and notes showing all the configurable
options, bend table, and the blank
size. Bend lines can be used to get the
back stop settings for the press break.
qUNFOLD also automatically dimensions the flat pattern .
The program is highly configurable
by editing text files. I had no difficulty
setting it up for my line-coding preferences, and was able to run my existing parts unmodified .
The "q" programs run outside of
CADKEY from the command line.
This was a shock to a point-and-click
type like me, but the manual is short
and to the point. It didn't even hurt.

I ran all the programs from the
CAD KEY shell. All very fast, except
for people like me that make errors,
but if th ere is a n error in the in pu t file,
you are advised to view an error file.
qSHEET created corner reliefs and
notches where I knew they were not
needed, but th ey were necessary to
create a solid model. They can be
edited or minimized. qUNFOLD also
created these entities plu s a few artifacts , but can also be edited easily.
Once the program couldn't find
the thickness line. Moving it fixed
that. Th e placement of the t hickness
line also affects the orientation ofthe
flat pattern because that is wh ere the
program starts processing.
The programs would also not accept circles and arcs created in views
3, 6 and, I assume , 4. This can h appen
when circles are projected onto a plane
and when radiuses are copied with
3D rotate. They will have to be replaced with entities created in views
1, 2 or 5.
I have some tips for users. Use
entities drawn in 180 degree arcs to
represent t h e bend on h ems. If
qSHEET or qUNFOLD get confused
about the direction of a bend, use
drawn-in arcs on that bend. qSh eet
and qUNFOLD won't process a roun d
hole that crosses a bend line, but it
will accept a rectangular hole that
defines its boundaries. Th e circle can
be inserted after the part has been
processed by creating it tangent to
the three most important entities.
Two ofthe command line features
I liked are R= and T=. These let you
experiment with different radiuses
and thicknesses. The version I worked
with was a preliminary release. The
program is constantly being enhanced
and th e current production version is
much improved in several areas.
Overall, the programs work very
well and are real time savers.

Lee Howden is the R and D manager at The
Glenn Howden Co. in The Dalles, Oregon.
The company manufactures sheet metal
mobile electronic cabinets.

Ready-to-use patterns of the world's most popular typefaces
based on the original PRECISION FONTS FOR CADKEY
from Arcdraft America. Produce perfect results every time.
Call for your free catalog today. (Outside the US call 904-389-4899)

1·800·447 ·4165
CIRCLE CARD 245

SERVERTM

POiskette Based Interactive Plot Server

Don't Tie Up Your
PC For Plotting!
pSERVER drives your plotter
from plot files on diskette, so you
keep full use of your PC while
plotting. Use it stand alone, or
connected between your PC and
plotter for optional direct
plotting too. The LCD front
panel displays disk directory for
file selection, plot status and pen
change requests.
pSERVER keeps you in control
of both your PC and plotter.
Works with HI, HP, Calcomp
and other CAD supported
plotters.

•
•
•
•

Offline Plotting
Plotter Sharing
Interactive File Selection
Multiple File Diskettes

s~

FAR MOUNTAIN
CORPORATION

1420 NW Gilman Blvd Suite 2163 Issaquah, WA 98027
(206) 392,6541
CI RCLE CARD 238
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Flat Pattern Development
ProFold works within CAD KEY saving
you hours of manual calculations while
developing accurate flat blank layouts .
Menus within CADKEY prompt you
through the unfolding process. ProFold
eliminates errors inherent in manual
calculations and uses double precision
arithmetic to ensure accurate results.
ProFold unfolds and folds your CAD
parts correctly compensat ing geometry
on each flange. Bend allowance is
calculated for each bend area or you
may specify the compensation .
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to use - M inimal input requirements
Automatically adds thickness to folded parts
Handles bends of any angle
User has full control of the bending operation
Part may be drawn with or without thickness

Applied Production, Inc.
200 TechneCenter Drive, Suite 202
Milford, Ohio 45150 USA
Tel: (5131831-8800 Fax: (5131831-1236
CIRC LE CARD 275

More choices. More answers.
Now, graphic digitizers with more specialized features.
Add our unique value to your CAD, GIS, and medical applications.
GridMaster Til Roll-Up Digitizing Mat
Desktop performance to go.
Just 1/32 in . thin, 12 oz light. Accu racy,
+/- 0.01 a in. Resolution, up toS,OOO Ipi.
Self-diagnostics. Operates all graphics
software. 4 or 16 button cursor, or 2 button
stylus. 3 sizes.

GraphicMaster IITII Digitizing Tablet
Looks familiar. But It's different.
Tilt top varies tablet angle. Changes field of vision.
Accuracy, +/- 0 .0 lO in. Up to 5,000 Ip i resolution industry's h ighest. Compatible with CAD/CAM/CAE.
6 soft keys. 2 button stylus, and 4 button cu rsor or
16 button cursor. 2 sizes.

AccuGrid TIII Digitizing Tablet
Opaque, translucent, or backlighted models.
Excellent for CAD professionals; optical light panels
ideal for GIS, mapping, and medical applications.
Accuracy, +/- 0.0 l Oin. or +/ - 0 .005 in. Resolution,
2.000 Ipi. Opaque, 4 sizes. Translucent/backlighted, I~~~~~~~~~II
6 sizes each .

o

NUMONICS

800·247·45'7

101 COMMERCE DRIVE' PO BOX 1005' MONTGOMERYVILLE. PA 18936
CIRCLE CARD 284
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REVIEWPORT
The Replicator
A new tool for rapid 3D
prototyping h as been developed
by RADTEC Development
Corporation. The Replicator
system incorporates several
powerful technologies t hat allow
t he user to quickly scan and
reproduce physical objects. They
include t he R eplicator software,
the F aro Metrecom 3D digitizer,
CADKEY 6, and F astSURF. This
int egrated combination can be
used to replicate very lar ge or
intricat e objects of any sh ape. It's
capabilities include 3D digitizing,
modeling, complex surfacing,
rendering, animation and
pr ototyping.
The flexible electromechanical
digitizing arm h as six degrees of
freedom which minimize or
eliminate multiple setups with
complex objects. Objects made of
virtually any material can be
replicated, including metal.
Accuracy is excellent, from +/0.016" to +/-0.005" depending on
configuration. Data integrity and
smooth data sharing are assured
by CADKEYlFastSURF's 2D/3D
bi-directional translators ,
including IGES (128 BSPLINE
Surfaces) and DXF. This makes
data created by the Replicator
accessible by virtu ally any
mainstream digital application.
Potential applications range from
aerospace to Hollywood.
Replicator comes in two
versions, Shop and Stu dio, to
support eith er basic or complex
modeling. It runs on a PC
compatible 386/486 with 8 MHz
of RAM.
Industrial design ers, arch itects, CAD/CAM engineers,
animators and artists will find
value in this industrial grade
gateway between th e physical
a nd digital world.
For more information, contact
RADTEC Development Corporation,
Inc. 213 / 871 ·8182

-

Intel 486 CPU with Integrated Math Coprocessor
Intel Pentium Overdrive Socket Upgrade
32 Bit VESA LOCAL BUS + 32 Bit EISA Mboard
8MB High Speed 32Bit RAM (exp. to 128MB)
32 Bit VESA L-BUS Hard Disk Controller
240MB 14ms Cached Hard Disk Drive
3.5" & 5.25" H.D. Floppy Disks, 2S/1 P ports

CALL TOLL FREE

USA& CANADA

- 17" FST Color Monitor 1280x1024 NI .26dp
- VESA L-BUS Orchid P9000 3Mb w/Weitek
Graphic Processor, 1280x1024NI, 76Hz, 24Bit
- Panacea Turbo Display List Drivers
- 101 Key High Tactile Quality Keyboard
- Microsoft-DOS 5.0 with 3 Button Mouse
- Xi Desktop 1 Deskside Case with Double Fan

1-800-432-0486

International:
Sweden:
Switzerland:
Italy:

(714) 498- 1926
+46-660-55900
+41-91-56 1578
+39-131-8 1 53 34

IN CA: (714) 498-0858
FAX:

(714) 492-6571

Warranty: Xi On-Site: one year parts, labor and free
replacement parts shipping. 30 day money back
guarantee. Life time toll-free technical support. Same
day express shipping service from stock.

·
e omput er e orporat IOn

980 Calle Negocio,
SanCIemente,CA92673

review~ in CADatv..., May 1992. May 1993, Autoca d R11 n:;!: 12 indexes. AI prices and specilicalions subfe<t 10 change wilhOUI notice. Prices do not indude shipping. For I1lOfe infonnation 00 Xi products & services cal or wrile 10 Xi
Compuler. Software in rhe above screens: Aulocad 1 1 by Autodesk Inc. & Mkrostation 4 .0 1 by Inlergraph COIp. have to be purchased separalety. Xi is not responslNe for photographJcaI & typographfc8l errors. Xi,lhe Xi logo, WOftl$lalioner
and N etserver are IrIIdemark' & reg. tra demarks of Xi CompulerCofp. Xi4SQ & Xi466 Wcnstationers oorrespond 10 Xi PI1i : Xi486150W 30 Xt486133W. kite(, i486, Pentium and Ihe Inlm klatde logo .re regtsaered IrIIdema.t!;s of Intet C orporation .
AI od'ler trademarks of Iheir respec:tiYe companies. Copyright (c) 1993 Xi C~ler Corporation All Righta reserved.
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Supporting the Next Generation
of High Performance Monitors
Users become more productive
with higher monitor refresh rates
because they can work longer
without fatigue or discomfort.
Good quality multiple frequency
monitors are quite variable. By
adjusting the retrace period they
can be "tuned" to synchronize at
higher refresh rates. Available in
Europe since last year, monitors
that operate in the 85KHz range,
and are capable of high refresh
1280 x 1024 and 1600 x 1200
resolutions, are being released this
year in the United States by most
major manufacturers. Some profiled
in KEYSOLUTIONS' AprillMay 1993
issue already have these features.
However, to take full advantage of
the capabilities of these higher
performance models, you must have
a graphics card that supports all
the features.
Hercules Computer Technology,
Inc. has developed an expandable
graphics accelerator that can
support both today's high performance monitors and the new higher
performance models as they become
available.
The XP800 series, the latest
version of Hercules'
SUPERSTATION XP, paves the
way for the next generation of
monitors because its programmable
design allows it to support a broad
spectrum of scan rates and thus a
very wide range of monitors.
All SUPERSTATION XP models
are based on the 40MHz TMS34020
graphics processor. The boards can
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accommodate up to 4MB of VRAM
in which a vast array of resolutions
and color depths from 4- to 24-bits
are supported. They are intended
for acceleration of high resolution
design, true color rendering, video
animation and general purpose
Windows applications.
Hercules provides a set of
display drivers for Windows 3.1
that accelerates performance across
all of the board's resolutions and
color depths, including 24-bit color.
The SUPERSTATION XP is fully
programmable via the TIGA
software interface which is also
supplied by Hercules.
The entry level model XP821
with 2MB VRAM and 1MB of
DRAM carries a list price of $1995.
All models can be expanded to a
maximum of 4MB ofVRAM and
16MB of DRAM.
For more information, contact
Hercules 800 / 532-0600.

Programmable Mice

Save time. Save money. Save deskspace. Save wasted motion. Work heads up. Go portable
• Programmable buttons easily and instantly access the
features of Cadkey, Windows, and DOS programs from your
fingertips - without wasting time moving the cursor, wading
through layers of menus, or reaching for the keyboard.
• Buttons can be recorded on the fly. Or they can edited using
the ProHance SmartButton ™ macro program supplied.
Simply call up the Editor, point to a button, and define it.
Then save your changes to disk for use at any time.

PowerMouse™ and PowerTrack™ simplify and
speed up your use of Cad key and other programs by
putting function keys, immediate mode commands,
menu shortcuts, and one-click, dragon-drop functions
on your pointer. The macro-programmable buttons
automate routine tasks and conveniently group them
at your fingertips for immediate, click-n-go access to
the features of your software - without moving the
cursor off your drawing, wading through layers of
menus, or playing finger gymnastics with the
keyboard. As a result, you draw at top speed, stay
focused on your work, save up to 2 hours a day or
more, and reduce project times by up to 50%! We
back this up with the experiences of thousands of CAD
users and a 3D-day money-back guarantee. You will be
surprised at the time and convenience gained.

• No programming is required. Preprogrammed macros and
templates are supplied for popular word processing and
spreadsheet programs. An optional Cadkey PowerPak™
provides pre-programmed macros, a template, and a
programming reference guide for Cadkey users ... $49.
• 6 programmable functions per button using shift k.eys.
• 12-, 17-, and 40-button models available for access to 72,
102, or 240 functions. PowerMouse/50 $99, PowerMousenO
$125, PowerMouse/100 or PowerTrack./100 $175.
• Excellent cursor control provided by 20-5000 DPI, 20-5000
reports/second, and user-definable ballistic gain.
• Windows TOP100 award winner.
• Compatible with PC-based DOS and Windows programs.

Prices sf art at

$99

415-967-5774

ProHance™Technologies, Inc.

ProHance. PowcrMousc. PowerTrack. PowcrPak. and SmartBuuons arc trademarks of ProHancc Technologies. Inc. AutoCAD and ADI UTe rcgiMcrcd trademarks of Autodcsk. Inc.
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Turn your
excess inventory
into a tax break
and help send needy
kids to college.
Call for your
free guide
to learn how donating your
slow moving inventory
can mean a generous
tax write off
for your company.

" Yes, I did lell you 10 gel rid of Qur surplus
inventory. Butlhad som ething simpler in
mind. Like EAL."

Call 708-690-0010
PETER ROSKAM

Executive Director

P.O. Box 3021, Glen Ellyn, IL 60138
Fax (708) 690-0565

Excess inventory today ... student opportuniJy tomorrow

CIRCLE CARD
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HOWs YOUR CAD PQ*?
* Productivity Quotient

A recent study comparing the efficiency of a template/ tablet and a mouse found that the template/ tablet offered up to 54%
greater efficiency. The study compared the number of 'clicks' required to complete a series of sequences for each
respective type of device. It concluded that the template/ tablet could significantly reduce the design process time. If you've
ever hunted up and down CADKEY's menu looking for a particular command you know how time consuming this can be.
If you're a new CAD KEY user you won't have to memorize all those hundreds of different paths and HOT KEYS.
Experienced and new CADKEY users will not only save time, but save their fingers. Why don't you let CADJET Master
Template take all the pain of finger hopping around the keyboard and the time consuming memorizing of countless
commands. Laid out just like CAD KEY there's no new complicated commands language to learn and, will literally take
thousands of keystrokes out of each work session.
"I've been teaching
CAD KEY to users for
several years and I'm
convinced that CADlET
will result in significant
productivity
Improvements for both
the new and
experienced CAD KEY
users, Very
user-friendly.... Excelient
product.... .A real
winner!"
Tom Gray,
CADKEY Dealer

"CADlET is we ll laid
out. It groups
co mmands in an ord er
that makes sense to
CADKEY users. The
bright background
corors and rogical icons
make it visually
appea ling. It is easy to
see that CADl ET will
add to the productivity
of any CAD KEY user.
With all of the CAD KEY
co mmands at the user's
fingertips, less time will
be required to learn
Paul Resatarits,
Co-Author
USING CADKEY

"CADJET saved our
company time and
money. Now, we have
instant access to
CAD KEY's commands
right at our fingertips.
Detailed drafting and
design is easier and
much improved in
quality. I highly
recommend CADlET to
any CADKEY user."
Mike Decker,
CAD KEY User

"The CADIET Template
made our part-time
deSigners into CAD
experts ina very short
period of time. My two
previously CAD-shy
toolmakers li terally
fought over who was
going to use the
CADKEY system first.
CADJET is undoubtedly
one of the best
produ cts to come along
In a long time. It
speeded up training
and increased
productivity
considerably. As long as
I'm in charge, we'll
never worK without it.
It makes CADKEY fun
to use."
Brian Gross,
CAD Manager

"As I have been using
CAD KEY for several
years, I was amazed at
how fast and easy
CADlET makes
CADKEY to use.
CADlET really works.
Thanks for a great
product."

Henry Dieken,
CADKEYUser

Welre SO sure CADJET will make
CADKEY easier, faster
Templates available for CADKEY
and more efficient,
Versions 3.1X, 3.5X, 4.X, S.X, 6.x
and CAD KEY Drafter®.
Available in 2 sizes: 11 "xlI" for most weill let you try it
standard Digitizers and 17"x11" for
larger Digitizer Tablets.
for 30 days

FREE.
We MIlke CADKEY Even 88tterf

We accept VISA, MC, AMEX, Company POs'.

FAX: 703/977 -6531

CALL 703/977·6520
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Yes, we want to give you a FREE DRAFTING PACKAGE without RISK or OBLIGATION
of any kind. THIS IS NOT AGIMMICK! Just call us TODAY for the BEST, FASTEST,
and most USER-FRIENDLY DRAFTING PACKAGE FOR CADKEY YOU'VE EVER USED!

Menu Toolbar is available for CADKEY6 only.

CALL 703-977·6520
Only one FREE Drafting Package per customer.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REJECTIDENY
ANY APPLICATION FOR FREE DRAFTING PACKAGE.
Some programs shown may not be included in FREE Offer.
LIMITED TIME OFFER! Offer good in US and Canada only.
Prices and condItions subject to change without notice.

We MakeCADCADKEY
Even Betterl
KEY and CADKEY Dynamic Exchange
are reg. trademarks of CADKEY. Inc.
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Part 4
Drawing Layout
With CAD KEY
by Craig Stonns and Ken Fortier

This is the fourth in a five-part series designed to familiarize you with Cadkey concurrent engineering tools. The previous sessions covered
conceptual design of a cylinder storage bracket, evaluating the bracket's structural integrity with CADlmy ANALYSIS and then how to
improve the design based on the analysis. This session shows how to prepare a detailed layout ofthe redesigned bracket using CADKEY's layout
mode. True 3D wireframe models store a complete 3D description of the design and hard copy is not absolutely necessary. However, paperless
design is still in its infancy and prints continue to be important. This session shows you how to construct a 2D layout of the cylinder bracket.

DESIGN LAYOUT OF THE
CYLINDER BRACKET

Press <Enter> for a zero rotation angle.
Move the mouse until the selection box is near
the upper left corner of the layout.
• Click the left mouse button to place the top view.
a
a

1. Load revised part file and identify layout
a

a

Choose FILES, PART, LOAD and enter the me
name; ESC to the main menu.
Choose DETAIL, LAYOUT.
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4. Create a front and right side view
• Choose CREATE and select Front View.
• Press <Enter> for a zero rotation angle.
• Place the front view below the top view.
a Choose CREATE and select Right View.
a Place the right view to the right of the front
view.

STEP 1

-

I'lICT'. I-:a.-=---:..:-::I.:-::..,=-....
~I.,.. - - - - - - - - - l

Enter CYLINDER SUPPORT as the layout
name.
• Verify a drawing scale of 1:2 and paper size of A.
a Select OK. A dashed box appears on the display
to frame the A-sized sheet. The upper left corner
of the display reads -LAYOUT- to indicate the
new mode is active.

......................................................................
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I

!

too ___________________

STEPS 2 &

a

3

I ,f----II~~;;~~~~~~~~:
~.':;
.......... -...............-....-...... -.................,
5. Align the instances
Choose ALIGN, AUTO.
a Select the top view as the fixed instance by
pointing and clicking with the mouse.
a Select the front view as the instance to align.
(The front view is automatically aligned vertically with the top.)
a Move the instance to the correct position and
click the left mouse button to position.
a Select the front view as the fIxed instance and
align the Right View with it.
An instance is a snapshot of the model from some
existing view. CADKEY has eight pre-defined views.
An unlimited number of views are possible, and all are
available to create a layout instance.
a

2. Set up the layout
ESC to the main menu.
• Choose FILES, PATTERN, LISTIRTV.
a Select LAYA.
• Choose NO to group the entities.
a Choose CUR-LEV.
a Press <Enter> for a scale factor of 1 and again to
accept a 0 degree rotation angle.
a Choose KEY-IN and enter the coordinates
(0, 0, 0); ESC to the main menu.
a

3. Select a top view
a

a

Choose DETAIL, LAYOUT, INSTANCE,
CREATE.
Select Top View.

6. Create and scale an isometric view
a

a
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I

II

BACKUP twice and choose CREATE.
Select the Isometric View.

• Press <Enter> for a 0 rotation angle.
• Place the instance above the Right View.
• Choose MODIFY SCALE and then the isometric
view as the instance to modify.
• At the prompt line enter a value of 3/8.
• Redraw the display using CTRL-R.
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9. Change the text in the dimensions
• Choose DETAIL, CHANGE, TXT ATT, HEIGHT.
• Enter a height of 0.2 and choose DONE,
SINGLE.
• Select the radial, vertical pocket (1.8), and horizontal pocket dimensions.
• BACKUP twice and choose TXT POS.
• Select dimensions that need to be moved and
place in the correct position .
Place dimensions in any view except isometric. If the
layout is crowded, delete the unwanted dimension
(CTRL-Q) and create a new one in another view.
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:::.....
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7. Place the horizontal dimensions
• Press ALT-V and click on the Top View instance.
• ESC to the main menu.
• Choose DETAIL, DIMENSION, HORIZTL,
ENDENT. Select the top left and right-most
corners of the active instance.
• Place another horizontal dimension by selecting
the inside left and right edges of the pocket and
placing the dimension below the part.
If the dimensions don't appear correctly, select UNDO
and try again. All dimensions can be relocated and
edited after they are placed. It may be helpful to
Window-In (ALT- W). ALT-A shows the entire layout.
If the font is too large, change it.
8. Place the vertical dimensions
• BACKUP and choose VERTICL, ENDENT.
• Select the upper and lower right corners of the
part and place the dimension to the right of the
top view.
• Dimension the inner edges using the inner
pocket.
• Choose BACKUP, RADIUS, REGULAR.
• Select the left arc and place the dimension to the
left of the part using a right leader side. ESC to
the main menu.
. . . . DETA IL
1 SItELl

OIK!

10. Blank unseen lines
Blank lines do not print or plot, but continue to
exist in the original model.
• ESC to the main menu.
• Choose DETAIL, LAYOUT, INSTANCE
MODIFY BLANK and select the front view
instance.
• Choose WINDOW, PART-IN.
• Select the two lines on the left side of the front
view. Repeat this on the right side of the front
view.
• Continue blanking lines in other instances if
desired.
The SINGLE selection method can be used to blank
the isometric view, and EDIT TRM / EXT can be used
to clean up the 3D view.
• ESC to the main menu.
• Choose CONTROL, ATIRIB, L-TYPE,
CHANGE and select the dashed line.
• Choose WINDOW, PART-IN and window across
only the two lines across the front view.
• Continue adding dimensions and blanking
unseen lines as needed.
• Save the part using CTRL-F.
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This layout maintains associativity with the original
model. If the model is changed, the dimensions automatically change to correspond with the new size.
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by Dana Seero

In addition to math calculations,
CADKEY's on-line calculator can be
used to access CADKEY's register
variables and store user-defined
variables. This is very useful to
support advanced design
techniques, such as those required
in the plastic part pictured in
Figure 1.

Fig . 1

To make this part, we need to
sweep the profile (see Figure 2)
through three arcs. CADKEY's XFORM ROTATE command requires
numeric input. We can use CONTROL VERIFY COORDINATES to
get the sweep angle, then use CALC
functions to save this value as a
variable.
In this example, we use CONTROL VERIFY COORDINATES
and select the fillet arc adjacent to
the profile. After pressing RETURN twice (to scroll through the
information on endpoints, etc. ) we
see that the third line of output is:
Sweep ang =46.1869 (0.806114)
Radius = 0.75 (press RET)
54, KEY Solutions' August I September 1993

Because the calculator can
access register variables (information CADKEY temporarily stores
for use in calculations), we can
create a variable to represent this
sweep angle. Each numerical value
on the line is assigned a temporary
variable name , beginning with @1
and moving left-to-right (i.e., the
radius value of
0.75 is represented by @3).
When we see this
line, we simply
enter CALC mode
by using immediate mode command CONTROLI, or TAB. We
assign our own
variable name
(such as A1) by
typing:

entities (you can group these to
save mouse picks). Because the
first profile is in the counterclockwise direction (in view 1) we
enter the rotation angle as -AI.
This will complete the sweep to the
beginning of the primary arc (see
Figure 3). Then BACKUP until you
can select the new sweep profile,
and enter A2 for the sweep angle.
The sweep is completed by selecting
the next sweep profile, and once
again entering -A1 for the rotation.
The entire profile is shown in
Figure 4.
Calculator functions can also be
used with macros. CADKEY
contains immediate mode commands for half (ALT-H) scale, but

CALC> Al=@1
then pressing
RETURN. The
value 46.1869 will be returned to
screen. You can verify the numerical value has been stored by typing
A1 and pressing RETURN: once
again 46.1869 will appear on
screen.
We also need to store a variable
for the primary sweep angle. We
follow the same procedure, and
assign a new variable name, such
as A2. Using the same procedure,
the result is:
Sweep ang = 272.374 (4.75382)
Radius =2.5 (press RET)

CALC> A2=@1
To sweep the profile, we use
the command X-FORM ROTATE
JOIN ARCS, and select the profile

Fig. 2

wh at if you wanted 1/3 scale? To
create a macro to scale a view to 1/3
size, reference t h e register variable
@scale (note: t h is is zoom scale , not
geometry scale) in a formula: @scale/
3. An example macro is:
COMMAND
CTRL-J
ESCAPE
ESCAPE
ESCAPE
DISPLAY
ZOOM
SCALE
@SCALE/3

REMARK
(Tu rn macro record on)
(Clear history tree)

(Enter fo rmula for
zoom scale)
CTRL-K
(Pause macro)
(Cursor select new screen center)
CTRL-K
(Turn macro pause off)
ESCAPE
(Clear menus)
CTRL-J
(Turn macro record off)
In formation on t h e calculator
a n d register variables is contained
in t h e on-lin e docu mentation in
CADKEY 6 (type CKDOC in you r
CADKEY directory). Earlier
versions have a manual section for
on-line calculator. CADKEY LIGHT

does not inclu de
calcu lator functions, a lthough
formulas can be
en tered on the
command line .
NOTE: If you
attempt to create
a macro and you
get the message
"No macro library
loaded", it's e asy
to create a
d efault library.
Type F ILES
MACRO
LIBRARY.
CADKEYwill
prompt you , "No
macro library
loaded , cr eate
one?" Answer
yes, then type in
a name.
CONF IG defau lts
to a macro library
named CADKEY,
so that shou ld be
you r fir st choice.

Fig . 3

Fig . 4

"Viewing and distributing your
draVtfi
is a snap Vtfith KeyView.~1
Whether you 're an expe rt user, a begi n ner, o r a non -CAD user,
KeyView is a low -cost solution that makes it e asy to access, vi ew,
p ri nt, and plot you r CAD KEY drawi ngs.

• Vie w diffe rent dra wings, or even multiple
views of the sa me drawin g sim ultaneously.

V' With its simp le keystrokes
(si mila r to CAD KEY) a nd
point-and-click interfa ce,
KeyView is so ea sy to use you
may not need the man ual.

V' Pri nt to dot matrix, Laserjet, and
PostScript printe rs.

V' View yo ur drawings 3 to 4 times
fa ster. A typica l 300 K file loads
a nd displays withi n 3 to 5
seconds on a 386/ 33 machine .

V' Plot A to E size drawings on
HPG L com pati ble plotters.

,-------,

.Controllevel d isplay for easy review
of complex drawings.
.Quick pan scroll bars an d
point-and-zoom features.
.Supports eight standard CAD KEY views
includin g isom etric and axonometric.

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME!
1535 E. 17th St., Suite N, Santa Ana, CA 92701

Call today for
your free
demo disk, or
try a copy on
CompuServee
in the CAD KEY
Forum.

V' Integrate KeyVi ew with other
appl icati ons in DOS o r Wi ndows.

V' Copyi ng , moving, a nd
renaming fil es is a breeze
with KeyView's file
ma nagement utilities .

lRThe
van der Roest
GROUP, Inc.

TMirld leaders in delivering engineering data management solutions

ORDER NOW!

(714) 542-2201

KeylAew is a trademark af The van der RoestGraup, Inc. other trademarks are property of their respec~ve a\Ml9rs.
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by Martin van der Roest

author and subject. Obviously, the
because of the database capabilities
L ast time I gave a brief
books are not literally attached to the that exist in a DMS system.
overview of DMS. Some of the fax
card catalogs, but a card in the
responses made me realize that
As illustrated below, a drawing
drawing/document management stirs catalog points to its corresponding
has an associated record (electronic
book and location.
up various ideas. Unlike CAD, wordcatalog card) with descriptors or
processing, spreadsheets, etc., DMS
Within a DMS environment, there fields . The records make up a file or
seems to conjure up everything from
table. Fields or attributes of a record
are "electronic card catalogs" that
visions of the old drawing control
permit the document to be defined in
point to the location of electronic
room to fully automated shop floor
a variety of ways. As a result, the
drawings and/or documents. Like a
image retrieval systems.
very mature and proven technology
card catalog that has information
of relational database systems can be
regarding book title, author, descripThis time I want to continue the
utilized.
tion,
year
of
discussion of what
publication,
a DMS environThe benefits of this technology
Myth: The operating system is a drawing and/
etc. , the
ment is, including
can be readily applied in the way
or document manager.
electronic
a summary of its
drawings and documents are
Fact: A OMS solution is inherently a database
card catalog
underlying technolorganized today. I have seen
problem (thank goodness ... actually, thank
may similarly
ogy. This will be
elaborate subdirectory structures
Codd. *)
have drawing
helpful as we look
that are complemented by drawing
name, delater at the other
names requiring de-encryption
scription, designer, project, as well as
issues and considerations of a DMS
tables. In fact, I have seen corporate
many other characteristics.
environment.
policy documents that specify how
drawings are to be named (within
Instead of searching for a
It's easy to say, "Let's use CAD
the confines of eight character file
drawing based on author or subject,
for this, and word processing for
naming limitations), and the criteria
the user may wish to retrieve
that, and spreadsheets for number
and conditions for the storage and
drawings that are associated with a
crunching, and so on." These are
placement of those drawings.
particular project, designed by a
discrete applications for discrete
specific
user,
or
edited
within
a
problems. DMS, however, is a
By taking advantage of the fields
certain time period. This can be done or attributes of an electronic card
solution for multiple applications,
drawing and document types,
networks and business cultures with
multiple problems. It's no wonder
then, that articulating the nature of
Using libral}' Card Catalog Analogy
a DMS environment and how it
to Illustrate Database Otaracteristics
should work for you can be such a
challenge.
DDDDD
Title

OMS Technology Primer
The underlying technology and
most basic component of a DMS
solution is its database and the
corresponding mechanisms that
manage the database. Fundamentally, DMS is a database problem.
A DMS is similar to the local
community library system. We're
already familiar with their card
catalogs where you can search by
56 • KEY Solutions· August I September 1993
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KEY SOLUTIONS
Document Management Forum / FAX POll (No.2)
Reducing the collection of data to records and fields can offer significant benefits. We would like to hear from you
regarding related topics. The results and input provided will be published in a future issue.
Send this FAX form to (714) 543-4931 .

5. Would there be a benefit in being able to query the
contents of a drawing for retrieval (i.e. find all the
drawings that have the word 'anodize' in it)?
No Somewhat
Significantly Unknown

1. Does the 8 character file name present a limitation?

No Somewhat
Significantly Unknown
2. Are subdirectory structures used to organize and
characterize a drawing's project, discipline, author,
etc.?
No Somewhat
Significantly Unknown
3. Would accessibility to additional drawing characteristics (i.e. fields for description, status, author, etc. )
improve the retrieval process?
No Somewhat
Significantly Unknown
4. If drawings and/or documents are related, would
there be a productivity advantage to characterizing
these relationships between the drawings/documents?
No Somewhat
Significantly Unknown

6. What specific questions or topics are of interest to
you for future column discussions?
Contact Information - (Optional). All respondent's
identities will be kept confidential.
Name/Company_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone Number_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
FAX Number_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

---------------------------------------------catalog, ALL drawings can
potentially be saved in a single
subdirectory. First, the drawing
name can be longer than eight
characters, thus more descriptive.
Additionally, fields can be used to
specify project association, document
type, category, stage within the life
cycle, etc. Now instead of having to
decode the subdirectory and filenaming conventions, you can simply
query against the data in these
fields. For example: list all the
drawings associated with project
'ABC' that are awaiting approval,
and were changed last month. The
power ofthe database takes care of
the searching and sorting. You get
the answers you need, without
having to hunt through
subdirectories and decipher
filenames.
The ability to query and retrieve
drawings in the future will be
directly related to how well drawings
are characterized. If all you have is
file name, date and size, then that
will be all that can be queried.
Characterizing drawings with
relevant and accurate data will only
improve t he ability to retrieve ,
analyze and report on data.
Obviously, drawings and documents
are not the only things to be tracked.
Other candidates include, u sers and

their characteristics, projects,
change order information, assembly
levels and part relationships, and
so on.

Hanging our hat on this technology allows us to focus on the issues
of the DMS application itself and
related functions.
*E.F. Codd is the father of relational databases.
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CADTech Systems DISKSAVE - utility that compresses part
29 Arlington Street
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New Britain, CT. 06053
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CATEGORY COPES'
A ADD-ONS/ACCELERATOR BOARDS
C COMPUTERS/SYSTEMS
CA CAM/HARDWARE
CN CONSULTANTS
E EDUCATION/ PUBLICATIONS
G GRAPHICS BOARDS
I
INPUT DEVICES

M MONITORS
MC MISC. COMPONENTS
N NETWORKS
o OFFICE SUPPLIES/ FURNITURE
P PRINTERS/PLOTTERS
Q SALES/SERVICES
U UNIX

SC
5
5W
SA
SM
5T

SCANNERS
SERVICE BUREAUS
SOFlWARE
SOFlWARE: AEC/CIVIL/STRUCTURAL
SOFlWARE: ME/CAM/CiM
STEREO LITHOGRAPHY/RAPID PROTOTYPING

COMPANY

RS*

CATEGORY

PG.*

ACCESS TECHNOLOGIES ........ .. ..... ... ... .. ........................... ..... ... .
ALTON BORING CO. ,INC .... .. .... .. ... .. ... ...... .... ........ ,................... ,
ANA TECH CORP .... ..... .,... .. ..... ....... .. " ..... ,...... " ......... ,.............. ..
APPLIED PRODUCTION , INC .. " .............. ,................. " .... ,... .... " ..
ARCDRAFT AMERiCA .......... ..... ... ................... ... ........................ .
CADKEY .................. .. ... .. ... ........ .. ... .. ... ........ .... ,', .,.,',.,",.,.,"",.,""
CADPRO CHICAGO, INC ......... .... ..... ...... ................. " ...... " .... ,..
CADTECH SySTEMS .................................................................... .
CAD WAREHOUSE ........... .... ..... ..... ... ... ,., .......... ,.""".,.,.,',",.,.,.,'
CALCOMP .. ... ..... .. ........ .. ... ... ... .. .. ... .. ... .... .,...... ,.. ..... ,." ....... .,' .... .
CARR LANE ... .. .. ,... .. .. ... .. ... .. ... ..... ,..... .. .... ...... ,.. .... ... .,." .. .. ,......... ,
CIMMETRY SYSTEMS, INC ............ ............... .............................. ..
CIM SOLUTIONS & NETWORKING .......................... ................... .
COMPU-SOLUTIONS ........ .... ..... ,...... ... ... ..,., ... .. ... .. .. .. ... " ....... ... ,..
COMPUTER-AIDED PRODUCTS .................................. ........ .. .. .. ..
COMPUTER AIDED TECHNOLOGy ..... ,... .. ....... .. ,..... ,.. ,............ ..
CONSULTING SERVICES INTERNATIONAL. .............................. ,"
DIGITAL RESOURCES, INC. ....... ...... .................. .... ... .. " ............. ..
EMJ DATA SYSTEMS LTD, .. ", ...... " .. ,.. ... ...... ... .... .... .. .. .. ... .... ..... ... ..
ENCAD ........................................................................................ .
ERGO COMPUTING, INC ..... ... .............. .. ....... ..... ... .................... .
FAR MOUNTAIN CORP,.. ", .... .... ... ,........ " ...... ,............. .. ,.. ......... ,.
FARO TECHNOLOGIES, INC ....... ..... .... ... ............................. .... .. .
FASTSURF ......... ... ."" " .. .. ,... .. " " ,...... ",.",., ',. ,..,.... ....... ... ..... ...... .. .,.
HLB TECHNOLOGY, INC .. .... ......... ......... .. ...................... ....... .... ..
HLB TECHNOLOGY, INC" .,.. ,.. ,.......... ,... " ............................... ... .
INFORMATION TECH . INT'L. CORP ............................................ .
INNOVATIVE DESIGN CONSULTANTS ... ... .. ....... .. ...... ............. ... .
KURTA" ....... .. ." .... .. " ... .. .,........ ........ .. .. .,", ....... ,""', ...... ,""""""'"
MECHTECH SOLUTIONS, INC ........ ..................... ...... " .... .......... ..
MICROCOMPUTER EDUCATION SySTEMS .. .......... .............. .... ,.
MOSCHENROSS CONSULTING ... """ "" " " " .. ,..... ..... ,.. ... ...... .... ..
NUMONICS .. ............................... ............................................... .
OPUS SySTEMS ... ,........... ,...... " .. ,... .. ... .. .. ... ..... ........ ......... ....... .... .
PARADESIGN""" "', ... .. .,"""', .. ,,.," "" " " '" """", ... ....... ,"", ., ... ,' "
PIVAR COMPUTING SERViCES ...... ...... .. ,.. ... .......... .. "", .. "" ...... .
PROHANCE TECHNOLOGIES, INC .... ,.. " .... .. " ............. .. ... ..... ... .
QUALITY CAD .......... .. ........ ...... ............. .. .... .. .. ....... .. .. ..... ........ ... .
SCORPION IMAGING SySTEMS ... " ........ ,,, ..... ,, .... .......... ........ ... .
SOFTWARE VENTURES , INC ... ..... ,....... ..... .. .... ........ ,.... ...... ,", .... "
SURFWARE, INC ......... .. ... .. .. ........... .. .. ..... ... .. ... .... ............ ,..... ... ...
TECHNICAL & SCIENTIFIC APPLICATION , INC ....... ....... ....... ... ..
TECHNOjISEL. .... .... ... .... ... ... .. .. ... ... ... .. ." ...... ..... .. .. ............. .......... .
TRI STAR COMPUTER CORP ...... ... .... ... .......... ... ......................... ..
UNITEC ... .. ............................................................... ..... ............... .
THE VAN DER ROEST GROUP .............................. ... .................. ..
XI COMPUTER ..... "" .. ... .. ... ... .... ... ... .. .. .. """, .. ." ..... ,., .... ..,.. .. .. .... ,..

219 .............
286 ..... ,.... ...
289 .............
275 ..... ,.......
245 .... .,.......
202 .... .,.... ,..
224 .... ,.... " ..
249 ..... .. ......
243 ............ ,
240 .......... ...
234 ............ .
268 .............
265 ...... ... .. ..

P,Q ,S,SC,SW ........... .......... " .........
SW .......... ,.. ,.... ,.... ,.. ,.....................
SC .............................. .. .................
SW,SM .. ............... ,........ ,.. ,.. ,.. ,..... .
SW ........ ,.... .. ... ............................ "
C ,E,Q,S,SW .. ............... ........ .........
SW .... .... ,.... ,.... " .. ,........ .. ......... ......
SW .............. ................. .. ...............
M.P,G,I .... ... .. ... ......... .... ... .... .........
I. ............. .. ........... ,............ .. ..........
SM .... .......................... .. .. ...... ........
SW .............. ..... ..... ... " .............. .....

60
29
48
46
45
27
39
57
34
23
15
3
25
61
49
22
61
61
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E........... ..... .................. ..... .. ..........

264 ............. SW,SM .... ,.... ..... ,.. ....... .. .. .... ... .. " ...
271 ............. E............................ .......................
236 .. ... .... .. .. Q ,SM ,.. ,.. .... ... ... ............................
282 ............. CN,SW .. .. ......... ........ ....... .... ,... ,....
223 ............. I,P ........... ......................................
276 ............. A,C,G ,I,M ,N.P,SW,Q ..... " .... ,.. .....
201 .. .. ......... P.... .... .... .. .. .. .... .. .... .... .. .. ...............
290 ............. C ...... ..... ... .. ... .. .. .... .... ........ ... .. ..... .
238 ..... ........ P.............. .. ,...... .... ..... .... ...............
208 ......... .... I. ........ .... ............... ..... ... .......... .. ....
207 ..... .... ... . SM ................... ,... ..... .... ..... ... .. ..... .
205 ............. I,SW .... ... .. ...... ,.... ,....... ... ..... .. .. .... ..
250 ............. I,SW.......... .. ........ .. .. ..... .... ........ ... ..
257 ............. SW ................. .... ,............. ,.. "" .. " ..
237 .. .. .. .. ... .. CN.!. ...... ..... .. .. .......... ,.. .. ......... .. ... .
239 ......... ,.. , I. .......... .. .. ... ......... .... ...... ...............
221 ............ . CN,S,SM ..... .... .. .. .... ... ...................
277 .............
272 .... ..... ... .
284 .... .. .... ...
259 ........... ..
242 ...... ,.. ,...

E........... .. .. ......... .. ..... ... .................

CN ,Q .. ...... .... ,..... ........ .......... ,......
I. ...................................................
A.. ... ...... .......... ........ ................ ......
SM ..... "" ...... ,...... .... ...... ...... ... .. " ...
S ,', ., ", .. ,""""',.,"""", ..........•.•......

206 ...... ....... I,SW, ...... ,.... ,.... ,.... ,.... .. .... .. ... ...... ..
209 ...... ....... I. ....... ............................... ,.. ... .. .. ,..
288 ...... ... .. .. I,SW,SA,SM. .......... ....... .. ........ .. ... .
226 ...... ,.... ,' SW,....... ,.... ,.... ,.... " ........ .... " .. " .... ,
I. .... ............. ............. .......... ... .. ,.....
A,C ,M,P,Q .. .. ...............................
CA .................... ,... ,.......................
C .......... .. ....... ....... ........... .............
266 ........... .. SW .............. .. ................ ..... ..... ......
214 ............ , SA,SM ,SW .. ..... .. .. ,.. ...... ." .. " .. ." ... ,'

233 ..... ........
227 ............ .
285 .............
270 ....... ,.... .

44
35
17
45
10

IBC
50
51
40
60

IFC
61
60
61
46
41
61
60
49
31
59
60

BC

60
60
21
37
55
256 ....... ..... . C .. .... .... .,.. .. ..... .. .,. ,...... ,... .... .. ........ 47

$ 14,900

AnaTech
Eagle
$25,000

FSS 8000
$19,900

Houston
LDS4000+
$13,995*

Included

Extra Cost

Extra Cost

Extra Cost

$ 14,900

$25,000+

$19.900+

$13,995+

dpi

YES
YES

400dpi

400dpi

NO
NO

* Two CCD cameras only.
possible.

266 dpi *
Partial

NO
True 400 dpi is not

SOLUTION
Fast Conversionl
Paper To CAD.

............iIIIIIII.....

Read Scanned Drawings into CAD KEY
and

SPEED-UP

Become a CADKEY ' Power User"
in a minimum amount of time.

tracing jobs

CLEAN-UP

A Thru J Size Document Scanning

scanned drawings

Document Archival & Retrieval

··Beginning CAD KEY 6" provides a project oriented
introduction to this high-level member of the
CADKEY software line. You will learn how to use
the advanced features of CADKEY6 (such as ·'Layout
Mode" and "Picture It") as early as possible. The
drawing projects presented move from the simple to
the complex as you build your CADKEY skills and
knowledge.

BUILD-UP

3D models from original paper drawings

Over 30 Industry Standard File
Formats

WRAP-UP

engineering changes to paper
drawings with least effort!

CAD KEY Compatible Part Files

PRINT-UP
combined raster data and
CAD data in single printout

CAD Perfect 20 & 3D Drafting

Software Ventures, Inc.

24 Hr. Bulletin Board Service (BBS)

Waters Edge Building; 5930 Lovers Lane
Kalamazoo, Michigan 4~s!
Tel: (616) 344-0708; FAX (616) 381-2965

414-797-9189
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TAKE Connand of CADKEY®

FAX:

414-797-8280
BBS:

414-797-8984
L;;] u--.....> ~ c::::=0 ~ c=:=:;:)

nt.."t.."c~~

TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORA TED
L...._ _ _ _ __CRClf

CARD 219 - - - - -.....

•
•
•
•
•

with "MENU COMMANDER"
and Feel the Power!
Increase Productivity
by as nuch as 200 I.
Works with your standard digi tizer .
User Oef inab Ie MACRO area .
Over 200 Pre-wr itten MACROs
and 9 Inned iate Mode [onnands.
Hacros are Co lor Grouped for faster
recogn it ion and or i entat ion.

Innovative

Desi~n

Consultants

3S4 E. Broad St., P.O. Box B7B
Trunbouersv i II e, Po . 18970

.,-<

~(1-

~<'

",,<'

cP

• CAll for remarketed

HP 9000 CAD stations

1-800-422-4872

2400/E
7596A
7595A
7576A
7575A
7570A

• 75SOA
• 7475A
• 7470A
·7440A

(800) CONVERT
®

COMPUTING SERVICES, inc.
165 Arlinglolllls Rd. lIIffalo ere-, L 60089
(7081 459-6010
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4900 Blazer Parkway, Dublin, Ohio 43017
phone: 614-793-3069 fax:614-766-3605
CRClf CARD 277

FOI' Drilling, Milling,

Transfer ICES flln to or from over 5000
computer $JSteml Including 9 track tape,
8MM, 4MM, 3480 & 114 Inch cartridgn.
Call:

PIVAR

Microcomputer Education Systems Inc.

Inspection,

~

•
•
•
•
•
•

Books and videos for DataCAD and ··Tech Prep'·
programs are also available .

XYZ Ta"'es
Te.elng,

TRANSFERIGES
FILES
~y

The "The CADKEY 6 Videos", and ··The CADKEY
Light Videos·· are closely correlated with the contents
of the related books to provide you with a visual
presentation of the fundamental CADKEY concepts
and operations. State-of-the-art video equipment has
been used to provide real-time on-screen drawing of
projects found in the Beginning CADKEY books.
Tips and techniques are presented to help you become
a true CADKEY ··Power User".

AIfont.ble

CRClf CARD 237

~

··Beginning
CAD KEY
Light'·
provides
a
comprehensive introduction to the 2D and 3D
capabilities of CAD KEY Light. Educational and
corporate users alike have been delighted by the
practical, project oriented, hands-on approach.

TechnOIr.'I""s"'e":-/I"""""~

(215) 538-9613

~~

CADKEV
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Glu""

POWER TOOLS
BUNDLE REL 2.1

qUNFOLD
QUICK - SIMPLE - PRODUCTIVE
- "Shorthand" single sided input

GUJ Calculator
forfADlEYV.5 ud 8

- Graphic metal thickness control
- Coded or drawn radius bends

Tired of typing math functions
on a prompt line?
We have a solution for you!

- Bend reliefs added automatically
- Corner setbacks are automatic
- Fully compensated flat file
- Automatically d imensioned

The GUI calculator saves the bother of
typing math functions by letting the
user pick functions with the mouse. It
supports 20 most-used math operations including trigonometric functions and logarithms.

- Design error detection

l~
J.!1!5 =::--~

\

J.li7

1.5J5

)1

........

1.!I15

-

O.1ll

!:~

M il

-Extrude paths of lines/arcs w/fillets,
draft, and wall thickness. New Undo,
constant vertical edge radius . and visual
help make this an unbeatable value.
Filleting has never been easier or quicker!
-Offset paths, arcs, splines, ellipses by
Draft/Depth w/move, copy, join options.
-Path fillet/offset/PARA PATH commands
utilize CADKEY® Dialog Boxes, CDE'S,
and construction planes .
-PATHCHANGE 2.2 enables easy path
changing and wildcard search/l oads .
Free Demo Disk for CADKEY 5.0 or 6.0.

I-t- ·

Compu-Solutions

I.lID

1:1

By Paradesign

I~

--

-

~

:1

-

169 Dundas St.,E. P.O. Box 48116, Mlssissauga,
Ontario, L5A 4GB, Canada

(

(416)566-4910
CIRCLE CARD 264

~\W M
~
~

Only $249.95 plus
$49 .95 support, upgrades, and
enhancements for 1 year.

!§~~~!;;~~5'.lIl
....: -=.....: ....:~

................. ~

CONSULTING SERVICES INTERNATIONAL
14621 Titus Street #204
Van Nuys CA 91402
(818) 994 · 8881

CIRCLE CARD 282

Call your CADKEY/Paradesign Dealer or

Paradesign

AUTHORIZED PLOTTER UQUIDA110NS

at (619) 484-8386 FAXNoice

ELECTROSTATIC· LASER· THERMAL
INKJET· PENCIL· PEN

DESIGN AND TEST
ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
No Job is too SmallWITH CADKEY
Design and Analysis for
Hydraulic and Pneumatic Systems
Ducling • Check Valves· V-Flange Joints
Quick Disconnect Couplings· Bellows Joints
Special Fittings and Adapters
Pneumatic Low Pressure Hoses
Hydraulic Hose Assemblies and Fittings
• Design and Analysis
• Reliability Engineering
• Technical Data Items
• Test Engineering
• Drafting Services Available
For Your Engineering Needs and / or More
Information Contact: James Moschenross
Fax or Phone (818) 845·2126
CIRCLE CARD 272

Licensed ~

to

. [J:l .

Export

I':"~l,

SCANNERS
ALSO
GUARANTEE

~e~

V'"
• CALL FOR STOCK •

~

SAVE· 30% • 50% • 70% • & MORE

~ZETA
IAITfICRAPHICS

~
~

• Modeling
• Analysis
• Documents

MLrrDH

~
~
.......... . Ihill:l~
In .... rurn.n ... ~
y~~

MICRO-MECH™

Mechanism Design On Your PC

o

NUMONICS

• CAD
Interface

!!!!ic;;?ta.Q,9
~ca/Comp

Improve quality of mechanillD deoigns with onalysis on
your PC, Kinematic. force, dynamic and tolenmce analyse.

with onimation can show the belt di=tion for your deoign.
Bi-directionaJ interface to CADKEY CDIU .... use of
geometry plus u .....bly information.

CRCLE CARD 223

~~~31~i~~eER~d~~~~~.~1~~~
MechTech
(

Solutions, Inc.

631 Harriet

Ave.

Shoreview, MN 55126
6 12-463-0649
FAX: 612-463· 3478

CRCLE CAR0221
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Reflections
I am researching; products that are add-ons to
CADKEY. I have not been "able to find solutions that
quite fit my ~eds. I am 100lUng{ or a way to perform
reflections on a CADKEY file. To be specific, I have a
drawj)';lg:~of a mirror.l would Hke to be able to see
what I Jould view if.H were to look into this mirror,
not necessarily complex graphic{ but rather the
amQunt' of area that I would be able to see and where
the ~reJis located in regards to w)1ere the eyes or
cameFa is placed.
Ca , anyon offer suggestionsior point me in the
direction of someo eiwho might be able to help?
~

-.~

L. D. G., Williamsburg, MI

Crashes
When I upgraded from rev 3.55 to 5.02 my system
started crashing. These were hard crashes that
required a computer reset. Assuming I had made a
stupid mistake, I started experimenting with the

CADKE~ 6

- Dialog Boxes - Cadkey Responds

Although we have received compliments on the dialog boxes in CADKEY
6, we have also received complaints.
Most have come from users who are
accustomed to the "clutter-free" user
interface that CAD KEY has had since
its inception. Over the years, CAD KEY
grew in size and complexity and little
attention was paid to the growth of
menu trees, the result of added functionality and the proliferation of options. Of particular concern were the
extra complexity and options inserted
into basic "application control" functions, such as file management, assignment of entity attributes and the
selection of dimension styles. A popular
approach has been dialog box interaction to present large menus or lists of
options, along with extra features for
immediate feedback and additional
submenu and sublist display.
Although dialog boxes can remove
complexity, ifused improperly they can
limit the speed of selecting options
(especially for experienced users) and
cause uncomfortable delays when being displayed and removed from the
screen. When we inserted dialog boxes
into CADKEY's interaction, many
62 • KEY Solutions· August I September 1993

properly. An easy fix.
""'...
The moral ofthe story is,renibve tnose ,memory
management devices before you start trouble-shooting
weird problems. I left EMM386 out of CONFIG.SYS
because it's another layer of complexity. It also seem to
slow things down. Maybe someone out there knows if
this is a fact?
G. L. H., The Dalles, OR

months of prototyping, design reviews
and testing (in-house and in the field)
took place to ensure that interaction
schemes were intuitive and consistent.
In spite of this, when CADKEY 6 was
released, some errors were discovered
with macro operation and complaints
were also received about:
-the playback speed of macros
containing dialog box interaction
-the size of macros when dialog box
interaction is recorded
-the loss of efficiency when
changing entity attributes, especially when only one attribute
(such as color) is changed
-the loss ofF1-F9 key usage (used
with the previous menu- tree method)
-the slowness of display and screen
restore
Some errors were addressed in version 6.01, and other solutions are being
sought. One being considered is an option for users to run either dialog boxes
or the menu-tree method for certain
functions. Another possibility is to provide macros and CDE utilities written
without using dialog box interaction.
As we continue to move CAD KEY
products closer to our "next-generation"

product set, we will do our best to
listen to your needs. When we design
a new release, we hear thousands of
voices with advice and opinion, and
we do our best to respond to all. Please
continue to write with any and all
suggestions. We will attempt to address your needs in any way we can.
Steven G. Mastrangelo, V.P. of
Product Development, Cadkey, Inc.

CLASSIFIEDS
Mechanical
Wanted:
DesignerslDrafters. Experience
with machine parts, sheet metal,
plastics and packaging.
Knowledge of ANSI standards
and mil specs a plus with 2 to 3
months of CADKEY. Rate:
Open. Length of position: Long
Term. Contact: Michael St.
Germain, Westwood Business
Centre, 690 Canton Street,
Westwood, MA 02090, Ph: 617/
320-0064; Fax: 617/320-0340; in
Rhode Island, call 4011861-2323.

YOU DESIGN IT,
SURF
CUTS IT.

I
,

I

If you're creating a design with CADKEY,
SURFCAM will cut it. Because SURFCAM's bidirectional translators move designs to manufacturing
with 100% data integrity.
Similar menus and construction concepts make it easy
to move between systems.
Plus you can work with SURFCAM's true surface
models to generate optimized tool paths with automatic
gouge avoidance.
And create or import trimmed NURBS surfaces for
one-step, gouge-free surface cutting. Contain tool paths
within cutter boundary splines to guarantee gouge-free
cutting up to adjacent surfaces.
Powerful 2, 3, 4 and 5 axis systems for CNC mills,
lathes, wire EDMs, lasers, waterjets, routers, digitizers

and CMMs, including support for simultaneous 4 and
5 axis machining. All SURFCAM systems ship with
both DOS and 32 bit windows versions.
Call us today. Demo disk is $15 on VISA/MC.

800/488-3615

SURFWARE

INCORPORATED

421 Park Avenue San Fernando, CA 91340
818/361-5605
Fax 818/361-1919

© 1993 SURFWARE INCORPORATED. All rights reserved . SURFCAM is a registered trademark of Surfware Incorporated.
All other product na..mes are trademarks or reg istered trademarks of their respective companies .
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